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Abstract 
 
 
The Schiehallion asset is located in deep water, west of Shetland and consists of twenty-six producing and twenty-six injecting 
subsea wells. These are tied back to the floating production and storage offloading facility (FPSO). Initial pressure close to 
bubble point and a weak edge-aquifer meant that pressure support by water injection was initiated at the start of field 
production. A production audit will take place in Q4 2010, ahead of an investment program. A method for efficiently 
monitoring well performance is required.  
  
The performance tracker is required to compliment current surveillance techniques and use appropriate software. It will be 
used for daily optimisation tasks (short term analysis) and longer term planning and trend spotting. Clear communication to 
colleagues and asset partners at review meetings was considered a key aim. A review of the field dataset showed that allocated 
production and injection rates were the biggest uncertainty: any tracking method should sensibly only be qualitative.  
 
Improvements were made to the basic plots currently in use. Literature review and discussions with engineers across a range of 
assets honed the area of interest. Methods aim to enhance the value of routinely recorded production data. A discussion of the 
development or rejection of ideas is presented, these include: injector skin damage, pressure gradients for wellbore fluid 
analysis, gas oil ratio (GOR) to track reservoir pressure and flood front tracking. Extensions to the common Hall plot (Hall, 
1963) and a focus on water production mechanisms led to the successful development of a combined water-oil ratio (WOR)-
Derivative Hall Integral (DHI; Izgec and Kabir, 2009) method. This became the main technique developed during the study. 
No published work existed for a similar method using real field data.  
 
A workflow to interpret complex WOR signatures from production data and reservoir knowledge was developed, with 
particular care being taken to isolate the effects of poor rate allocation data. A combined Hall-DHI plot for the injector well is 
then compared to WOR events from producers known to be in communication. Correlation exists between the DHI tracking 
below the Hall line and WOR-identified channelling and breakthrough. Periods of injector shut-in caused a reverse trend. A 
clear signature related to fracturing was found to be preserved in the DHI trace.  
 
This and all other methods are demonstrated with pertinent case studies, and explained with supporting data and theories. 
Results are considered in terms of technical merit: for example, consideration of remedial measures for isolation of high 
permeability channels. Commercial benefits are concerned with issues such as “loss booking” and misallocation. 
 
Following peer review with senior engineers, the plots were incorporated into the chosen software (ISIS and DSS). Use of the 
WOR-DHI method was adopted for trials in another North Sea asset and the idea will be broadcast to the wider community 
within BP later this year. The paper concludes with suggestions for further work and extensions to the methods presented.  
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Introduction 
The Schiehallion asset is located west of Shetland and comprises the main Schiehallion and satellite Loyal oil fields. The asset 
is operated by BP on behalf of five other partners. (BP, 1996) Four gently dipping reservoir units of channelized turbidite 
sands are exploited: T31U, T31L, T34U and T34L. T31U is most extensive and all are separated by 10m mudstone units. 
Channel fill varies between and along channels causing geological complexity. East-West faults divide the reservoir into four 
segments, but do not compartmentalise. Geochemistry and repeat formation tester suggest good communication. Initial 
reservoir pressure at datum is approximately 200psi above bubble point pressure. Modelling showed weak edge-aquifer 
support would not maintain pressure. Water injection was initialised as production began.  
 
Field development began in the mid 1990s. Fifty-two wells were drilled from three drill centres. Twenty-six production wells 
have lateral sections up to 6600ft long. The same number of vertical water injector wells are completed in the water leg. Gas 
lift was installed on all producers initially. Water depth is approximately 1350ft and all wells are tied back to the floating 
production storage offloading facility (FPSO). The FPSO is due to be replaced in 2014/2015. An asset audit will be carried out 
in Q4 2010 and an understanding of well performance is required. The asset only produces at 60% productivity: part from the 
FPSO, part from the well performance (see appendix M). 
 
A well performance tracker is required to study data trends and identify items for investigation. The tracker must fit within the 
current software framework to efficiently and automatically produce plots: time should be spent analysing and not collating 
data. Any plot must have technical, industrial and commercial value. Due regard must be given to limitations in accuracy of 
field data. No overlap with other surveillance methods can exist (Appendix B), whether current or under development. Results 
will be used in daily optimisation tasks by the Petroleum Engineer (PE) in the Advanced Collaborative Environment
1
 (ACE); 
for longer term planning and trend spotting; and for communicating to colleagues and asset partners at quarterly well reviews. 
Following planned presentation at both the Waterflooding and Surveillance Community of Practices (CoP) later in 2010, a 
successful product will be implemented across BP North Sea.  
 
The Schiehallion dataset was reviewed, and current basic plots improved. Next was an attempt to enhance the value of the 
production data. A literature review of a variety of techniques gave background to the subject, and discussion with engineers 
honed the areas of interest. The direction of the research tended to the injection wells and water production aspect. A single 
well should not be considered as its own entity: communicating pairs were found to provide information about the reservoir 
structure which can challenge or back up data from other disciplines to identify problem wells, rapid tendency to water cycling 
and application to workovers. Ideas were presented at interim and final peer reviews with senior asset engineers. Chosen plots 
and relevant workflows are illustrated with pertinent case studies. Importance is placed on using all available metrics in 
combination. BP agreed that the data may be presented with scales and values removed from graphs and generic well names.  
 
Literature Review 
Often quoted, Talash (1988) states that a well executed program of surveillance and monitoring is key to successful field 
management. Tailored to each field it should encompass reservoir, well and facilities monitoring. Traditional monitoring 
metrics focused on reservoir performance but now include operating conditions too. A systematic approach to analysis and 
evaluation is required to make recommendations and corrective measures. Thakur (1991) echoes these points and their 
integration into the entire system and emphasizes a multidisciplinary approach. This is the approach at BP with the concept of 
the Advanced Collaborative Environment (ACE) consisting of engineers from all disciplines. Case studies (Thakur, 1991) 
                                                          
1
 Onshore facility in permanent communication with the FPSO. An engineer from each discipline is present for rapid decision 
making. 
Imperial College 
London 
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draw the obvious conclusion that surveillance from early time increases productivity and operational efficiency. The list of 
surveillance tools broadly matches those presented in Appendix B. Grose (2007) repeats the importance of full life-of-field 
surveillance technique with reference to the modern, digital oilfield. 
 
Following on from monitoring of basic production data, an obvious starting point is the consideration of the Hall plot: an 
industry standard method for injectivity performance (Hall, 1963). A problem with the Hall plot as proposed is its disregard for 
reservoir pressure, discussed by Silin (2005). Suggested enhancements are calculation of injector skin (Hawe, 1976) and the 
derivative of the Hall plot (Das et al, 2009; Izgec and Kabir, 2009; Kabir and Izgec, 2009). Inflow Performance Relationship 
(IPR) construction from production data (Ismadi, Suthichoti and Kabir, 2010), fluid front tracking using Pressure Build Up 
(PBU) analysis (Khalaf, 1991) and data driven rate and phase monitoring (Goh et al, 2007) were discussed. A series of novel 
plots to track changes in time-lapsed production ratios were found in Terrado, Yudono and Thakur (2006) and Perna et al 
(2009). Water production became a major area of interest, with the starting point being basic theory on Water Oil Ratios 
(WOR) plots (Chan 1995; Yortsos 1999; Flores et al 2008). This was identified as an area with little published research using 
real data. 
 
Schiehallion Data and Reliability 
Wellhead pressure, temperature and choke position are recorded for all wells. Producer wells record bottomhole pressure (with 
one exception) and temperature and gas lift rate. Some injector wells have working flow gauges. Pressure gauges are 
mechanical crystal: temperature is primarily recorded to allow for gauge correction. Abnormally large data spikes are 
erroneous as pressure gauges only operate to 5220psi. Working gauge accuracy is not known and all are considered 
“consistently inaccurate” (Wyllie, 2010a). Each sensor is tagged with a unique serial number and its value recorded every 15s 
to databases offshore and onshore (PI Historian). This high sample rate data can be viewed using ISIS or as daily collated data 
records using DSS (Appendix O). 
 
IPR curves are generated in Prosper software (Appendix O) following regular testing through the test separator, which has 
been decommissioned for over 2 years. Curves can be shifted to follow a changing trend, for example when reservoir pressure 
was recently increased during repressurisation. Flow rates for production wells are allocated by a contractual process with 
water rates less rigorously so (Appendix C). In essence, uncertainties mean that performance tracking can only sensibly be 
qualitative. Where numerical values are given they may not represent actual values, but should always give a consistent trend. 
If interpretation may be affected by rate changes, care must be taken to consider allocation errors or the coincident timing of 
well tests. 
Current and Improved Plots 
ISIS (Appendix N) is currently used for short term 
trend analysis of pressures, temperatures and choke 
position. DSS is used for viewing larger daily 
datasets for use in planning and well reviews. Plots 
are not consistent across both programs and DSS 
plots are currently difficult to interpret due to 
presentation (fig. 1). An improved base set of plots 
(Appendix D) are required for trend analysis. These 
will aid interpretation of more complex plots 
presented herein. Graphs were split so only 
complimentary metrics were plotted together. 
Plotting the x-axis as cumulative production or 
injection (as well as time) showed trends more 
clearly for wells with many long shut-in periods. For 
DSS plots, all data are averaged over a monthly 
period which maintained trends, with maximum and 
minimum values posted. An issue with presenting 
too much detail was noted by the author in the last 
quarterly well review: partners began discussing 
now irrelevant outlier data points from a decade ago.  
 
 
Extracting Value from the Data: Discussion of Methods  
The production history for one producer and one injector well was imported into a spreadsheet for developing ideas and testing 
theories. Following an initial peer review, chosen plots were programmed into DSS and a list of equations and groups of plots 
produced (Appendix O) for the developers to add into the ISIS platform. It is suggested that ISIS be used for short term 
objectives due to the higher resolution of the available dataset. For longer term data analysis DSS is preferable due to the daily 
sample rate. Furthermore, as desktop software it interrogates the database more quickly than web-based ISIS. Being BPs 
Fig. 1 Example of current presentation of tracking data from June 2010 
Well Review 
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standard software, all North Sea assets are available through them. Using these programs is commercially advantageous as no 
further investment or training is required.  
 
Productivity Index (PI) 
PI was added to the suite of plots, calculated and plotted from daily data (eq. 1). 
𝑃𝐼 =
𝑞𝑙
𝑃∗ − 𝑝𝑤𝑓
      (1) 
 
P* from pressure build-up (PBU) analysis is used as an analogue for reservoir pressure, and is interpolated between test dates. 
P* only represents reservoir pressure when the reservoir is infinite acting. Although not the case here, P* is the only varying 
measure available. That it is analogous to reservoir pressure is depicted by its decrease coinciding with GOR increase above 
field levels. A useful development for this work, and for any method relying on the use of P*, is the new automatic reservoir 
pressure estimation (ARPE) function in ISIS. ARPE automatically detects a shut-in period and calculates and copies P* values 
to the database (for producer and injector wells). PI agrees with the values from pressure build-up analysis to within a few 
digits (fig. 2). In the absence of a test separator or constant testing, this is an important factor. 
 
 
Fig. 2- PI and supplementary plots. Black circles indicate PI values from PBU analysis. Also illustrates PI improvement with gas lift 
(see later section). 
 
 
Gas Oil Ratio (GOR) 
GOR is plotted vs. cumulative liquid (or time) for 
comparison to other plots. GOR tracks changes and can 
confirm the position of a suspected initial gas cap or 
show solution gas is being produced due to a drop in 
reservoir pressure (fig. 3). The logarithmic scale may 
allow recognition of gas coning with the same signature 
as discussed in WOR, but cannot be illustrated from this 
asset. An increase from field GOR suggests release of 
solution gas and the decrease in reservoir pressure to 
below bubble point (in the near wellbore vicinity 
initially). This is useful to aid monitoring changing 
reservoir conditions with no regular measure of 
reservoir pressure, and confirms guidance given by the 
trend from P* at pressure build-up tests.  
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Fluid Pressure Gradient (PG) 
The PG method is already in occasional use on the asset’s production wells. Pressure gradient in psi/ft is calculated (eq. 2): 
 
𝑃𝐺 =
pwf − pwh
𝑑𝑔
     (2) 
 
Gradients in the region of 0.15psi/ft indicate gas, 0.35psi/ft oil and 0.43psi/ft water. PG is presented with P*, gas lift, water 
cut, GOR and well status. Indication of gas lift rate is required to make qualitative corrections to the value. Gas lift may 
erroneously give oil flow the appearance of producing gas from the reservoir. P* and GOR enforce the apparent increased gas 
in the wellbore: decreasing pressure and high GOR without a high gas lift rate indicates the release of solution gas. Similarly, 
high water cut backs a water gradient. An indicator of well status is based on a daily fluid production greater than zero.  
 
Hall Plot 
Hall plots (Hall, 1963) are routinely used in industry to identify injection performance from production data. The basic theory 
is presented in Appendix E. The time integral (HI) of BHP minus reservoir pressure is plotted vs. cumulative water injected. 
With constant reservoir pressure and formation properties, a break in slope indicates a change in injectivity. Application of the 
equation without knowledge of reservoir pressure can lead to slope changes being misinterpreted as they may be due to 
reservoir pressure changes (Silin, 2005). Slope plots (Silin, 2005; see later section) are a tool to derive the average Pe. BP plot 
cumulative daily WHP (HI) vs. cumulative water injection volume for their Hall Plot: a common industry practice (Silin, 
2005) which removes the requirement for Pe which is not easily measured. The P* value derived from the pressure fall off tests 
(PFO) in injector wells is used as an analogue for reservoir pressure (see PI). Comparing both the P*-BHP and WHP only Hall 
plots shows the same trend (fig. E1). The current WHP method is continued as it allows constant monitoring at early times 
where no P* measurement exists. At present the Hall plot is only used to calculate the injectivity index (reciprocal of the 
gradient), and to compare to the value obtained from simulated field forecasts. Three extensions are detailed.  
 
Injectivity Index (II) 
II is manually calculated from the Hall plot as an average over long time periods, and does not depict changes. A simple 
method for automation and constant monitoring is proposed (eq. 3).  
 
𝐼𝐼 =
𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑗
𝐻𝐼
     (3)  
 
II usually incorporates changing reservoir pressure but, as previously described, is not the case here. Averaging is not suitable 
for this method as it flattens the trend. Daily II is displayed with Hall plot, injection pressures and rates and choke position 
(D10).  
 
Injector Skin (IS) 
Skin is calculated from regular PFU tests (for producers) and irregular 
PFO tests (for injectors). Routine analysis and calculation of skin and 
kh is carried out using the PIE spreadsheet (Well test solutions, 2006). 
Irregular PFO tests make constant calculation of IS a requirement for 
trend spotting. Any method must replicate the trends from the PFO 
analysis to give confidence. An increase in slope on the Hall plot 
denotes a drop in injectivity from an increased pressure drop across the 
skin. A manual method of calculating IS from the change in slope is 
proposed (Hawe, 1976). Consider a break in slope where m1 represents 
the undamaged zone and m2 the damaged zone (fig. 4). IS is calculated 
through a series of equations described in Appendix F. The manual 
method described is only suitable for large visible changes in the slope 
of the Hall plot. An automated method is developed and produces a 
running daily skin calculation. For a given time point, m1 becomes the 
previous time step and m2 the next, with skin solved using the 
equations.  
 
The majority of scatter in the data is a mathematical artefact occurring at shut-in when there is no change in cumulative 
injection (dx) or WHP is very small or does not increase (dy). To reduce scatter, gradient changes were calculated over 2, 5 
and 10 day periods. Logic ignoring a skin value more than twice its neighbours is used to de-spike these curves, removing 
most of the scatter without damaging the trend. Results for each combination of methods were averaged over 10, 30 and 50 
days. The optimum result was with the daily skin calculation, de-spiked and averaged over a monthly basis (fig. E4). For daily 
surveillance in ISIS, spikes and fluctuations will remain in the dataset. The injector skin plot is accompanied by injection 
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Fig. 4-Injector skin Hall plot slope nomenclature 
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pressure, rate and choke position all plotted vs. time to aid interpretation (fig. D13). I1 shows the common result where 
automated skin values vary from those in the PFO analysis. Importantly the general trend is matched (fig. 5), a requirement for 
reliable tracking. Neither method has consistently larger skin values. Variation is part attributable to ignoring reservoir 
pressure in the Hall plot, and from using a fixed ri value (see fig. E3). “Spiking” maximum values are not always matched. 
Where matches are present, investigation shows this is attributable to real, production related events. Point (a) on fig. 5 shows 
a skin value 7 times that of its neighbours is derived from PFO analysis, coinciding with an IS 5-6 times that of surrounding 
data. Inspection of the pressure and injection rate plots at the time of increase in IS illustrates a near-halving of injection 
pressure, coupled with a rapid 75% decrease in water injection rate, giving the expected result. The PFO test log states (BP, 
2010) that the 13-day PFO exhibited a high skin value due to a poorly executed shut-in. Pressure decrease is due to injector 
support being required elsewhere in the field. The resultant skin value can therefore be ignored. Where a spike in PFO skin 
does not correspond to a similar IS spike, this is always due to poor PFO data (b on See fig. 3rd below (fig. E5). This is due to 
the great uncertainty in the placement of radial flow stabilisation (RFS) on the derivative plot - see Appendix F.  
 
 
Fig. 5-IS and supplementary plots for well I1. Top depicts IS comparison with skin calculated from PFO analysis. 
 
Water Oil Ratio (WOR) 
WOR plot use is extended to identify water production mechanisms and reservoir structure. Channelling and coning can be 
identified, and interpretation used in conjunction with seismic attribute analysis and the reservoir model. An initial change to 
the basic plot is presenting data on a logarithmic scale making rapid changes easily visible, compared to the Cartesian scale.  
 
The starting point was Chan (1995): technical efforts for water control have focussed on development of methods for 
suppressing unwanted water production. This has met with limited success due to poorly understood water production 
mechanisms. Three problems were recognised: coning, channelling and near wellbore problems, but no clear methods existed 
to discern between them. Chan (1995) presented diagnostic plots based on black oil simulation results in terms of WOR and its 
time derivative. The original published diagnostic plots and characteristics are presented in fig. 6. Unsuccessful attempts to 
recreate the derivatives were made (Appendix G). Flores et al (2008) state use of WOR derivatives is discouraged as they are 
misleading. Any successful method is likely to be similar to that used in pressure transient analysis. To aid interpretation the 
WOR plot is provided with production rates and cumulative production, BHP, WHP, P*, gas lift, GOR, water-cut, choke and 
pressure gradient all plotted vs. cumulative days of production (fig. D4 with figs D1-D3 on the same x-axis). 
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Derivative Hall Integral (DHI) 
The most interesting extension of the Hall (HI) plot is the 
DHI (Izgec and Kabir, 2009). The analytical integral is 
derived in the paper and is described in Appendix H. An 
equivalent numerical derivative is stated in eq. 4. 
 
𝐷𝐻𝐼 =
𝑑(𝐻𝐼)
𝑑(ln(𝑊𝑖))
     (4) 
 
Coupled geomechanical and fluid simulation of fractured, 
non-fractured and plugged formations are presented in the 
paper. Plotting the HI and DHI curves on the same axis 
provides information on injection behaviour (fig. 7).  
 
Numerical and analytical curves are equivalent to each 
other. HI and DHI trace the same path in matrix dominated 
flow when neither fracturing nor plugging occurs. DHI 
tracks below HI when fracturing occurs and gives a 
negative skin value (see equation H11). Tracking above HI 
is due to plugging when a positive skin value is 
manifested, this may be due to out of specification water 
being injected. Plots are Cartesian, unlike pressure-
transient analysis, because the scale gives better qualitative 
analysis (fig. H1). 
 
The numerical method is implemented and calculated on a 
day to day basis from the HI (eq. 5):  
 
𝐷𝐻𝐼 =
𝐻𝐼𝑡+1 − 𝐻𝐼𝑡
ln (𝑊𝑖𝑡+1)−ln (𝑊𝑖𝑡)
     (5) 
 
Scatter was evident in the data and running derivatives and 
moving averages were trialled (fig. H2 and H3). In both 
cases, high value outliers caused deviations in the trend 
above the Hall line which gave a false impression of 
plugging when compared to the raw daily data. Sufficient 
data is present to visualise trends by plotting the daily 
results: this method was implemented in DSS. The DHI 
plot is presented with injector well status, wellhead 
pressure injection limit (to aid fracture identification), 
injection rate and choke position (fig. D12). 
 
Fluid movement Tracking 
If a late-time boundary on a PBU pressure derivative plot 
is recognised  as a fluid front, overlaying derivatives from 
several PBU depicts fluid front migration over time (fig. 
I2). Using the common method for calculating distance to 
a boundary (eq. I1), the water front distance can be 
calculated. A good example of this method is given in the 
literature (Khalaf, 1991) where changing boundaries were 
recognised as a deviation from the straight line on the 
semi-log plot. In trials, attempting analysis of the front 
distance was problematic. Difficulty in positioning the 
intersection point was experienced due to the low 
resolution of the plot produced by the spreadsheet (Well 
test solutions, 2006). It is not possible to implement this 
method in the surveillance software. Following 
presentation at the peer review, this idea was abandoned as 
Fig. 6-Basic WOR characteristics. After Chan (1995). 
  
Fig. 7-HI and DHI tracking after Izgec and Kabir (2009) and Das  
et al (2009). 
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it overlaps with current research at BP (Grose, 2010). 
Slope Plot 
Silin (2005) proposes the slope analysis method to estimate average apparent reservoir pressure. This is used in the Hall 
analysis to correct problems caused by disregarding reservoir pressure (Appendix J). Tests showed many plots were too 
scattered and it became difficult to confidently fit a straight line to data, particularly with short production histories. Where a 
sensible plot was achieved, a best fit line gave an average reservoir pressure which lay midway in the range of historic P* for 
that particular well.  The rigid framework of DSS calculations meant computing and reporting a value for the gradient of a best 
fit line was impossible. 
 
IPR construction 
Well performance change can be viewed by plotting IPR curves constructed from production data grouped in monthly 
intervals. This is based on the method used in a surveillance case study of a gas well (Ismadi, Suthichoti and Kabir, 2010). 
Schiehallion rate data is derived from IPR curves; therefore curves would be simply re-plotted.  
 
Case Studies: Examples, analysis and interpretation of Schiehallion Field Data 
Combined pressure gradient, P*, WOR, GOR and Water Cut interpretation 
On fig. 8, (1) shows P* and gas lift decreasing as GOR increases corresponding to a gas gradient. (2) shows the opposite effect 
leading to a return to oil gradient, possibly due to increased pressure support. Point (3) depicts water cut and WOR increase, an 
effect not immediately obvious on the pressure gradient. At shut-in (4) gas fills the wellbore and as production begins a clean-
up period to oil is observed. Note the repressurisation event (5) which reduces GOR. The flat P* trend is due to no test 
separator. The final point (6) indicates an extended shut-in where water now fills the wellbore. Repressurisation led to less free 
gas. See figs. K1-K3 for further examples of primary and liberated gas examples. 
 
 
Fig. 8- example of combined interpretation using P*, WOR, GOR, gas lift and PG.  
 
PI 
No workovers have been carried out to cause an improvement in PI. PI changes are clearly related to the pressure and rate 
plots presented. One interesting result is for well P2 which clearly exhibits the influence of gas lift in improving PI (fig. 2). 
 
II and IS Interpretation 
II lies within a range of 12bbl.day/psi. I2 shows the common trend with an initial rapid increase in II from matrix to fracture 
flow and a slow decrease to a plateau (fig. 9). On a simple Hall plot this is manifested as shown in fig. 10. The manual method 
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of calculating II from the slope can give two different results as depicted. Including matrix flow gives a more pessimistic 
value; using fracture flow alone is the most realistic (and common) method. This is not a problem in the instantaneous method.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One well shows a different trend. II for I3 (fig. 11) ranges over 20 bbl.day/psi with a higher initial II peak. The initial rapid II 
decrease is coupled with pressure decrease. Injection pressure then exceeds fracture limit, the fracture reopens and II increases. 
The shorter injection history means the same low plateau level is yet to be reached. No well intervention work has been 
performed to increase II. Decreased II would be as a result of plugging the perforations due to impurities in the injected water 
or solid deposits (waxes, asphaltenes and sands). That II decreases slowly suggests injected water quality and sand production 
monitoring works. Other solid deposits are not recognised in the wells (Wyllie, 2010a). Fracture length and width evolution 
will affect II too. Theoretically, II variation would be due to reservoir changes too: relative permeability, fluid viscosity or 
compressibility.  
 
No improvement in skin is expected or seen (no well interventions). The trend depicted on all wells is similar to that in fig. 5. 
Aside from sudden spikes, skin values across the field are consistent between wells, and have a maximum variation of 4.  
 
Combined WOR and DHI Interpretation 
A workflow was developed during the analysis of plots: 
1. Identify distinct periods with different shapes in the WOR curve  
2. Annotate the curve with events such as communicating injection wells starting up, workovers, well test dates… 
3. Check production history. Are changes on the curve coincident with changes in: 
• Shut-in? 
• Pressure change (WHP, BHP or P*)? 
• Water, oil or gas rate changes? 
• Choke position changes? 
• Allocation Changes (will coincide with PBU tests)? 
• Any workovers, stimulation..? 
4. Remaining features may be reservoir or water flood related and need to be investigated 
5. Annotate the same events and features on DHI plots for communicating injector wells; note shut-ins and fracture 
limits (see later section). 
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Fig. 9- Example of the common II trend on I2. 
Fig.10- Matrix and Fracture flow elements of the Hall Plot 
Fig.11- Anomalous II trend on I3, with short injection history  
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Full WOR interpretation was performed on three wells which exhibited common trends. P2 
is presented in its entirety here. Appendix L contains interpretation of P3 and P4. More 
complex than the trends in the literature (Chan, 1995), interpretation is referenced to other 
plots and knowledge of reservoir structure, and combined with analysis of the DHI plots. 
 
Well P2 has nine sand screens totalling approximately 5250ft in a 6560ft horizontal section 
with 7 inch tubing. Completed in T31U, it is supported by I4 (injecting into T31U+L), I3 
(injecting into T31U and T34), I5 (injecting into T31U, T34 and T35) and I6 (injecting into 
T31U+L) (fig. 12). I4 came online shortly after production in period 2, I5 and I6 have been 
injecting since period 3 and I3 in late times (fig. 13) (BP, 2007). 
 
 
 
Fig. 13- Interpretation of P2 WOR 
 
With reference to fig. 13: WOR is stable in period 1, with production from T31U. A stepped 
trend is exhibited in period 2. These steps cannot be attributed to the “cleaning up” of drilling 
fluid due to the long time period these steps occur over. Also an extended well test was 
performed before start up. Oil rate allocation data for this period is not available, but well 
tests are not coincident with step changes (BP, 2010), the exception being I4 coming on-line. 
If a new well test with an increased or decreased water cut is incorporated in the allocation 
process, a step change would be expected. Step changes in WOR are inferred to be due to 
sand zones within the T31U unit potentially having different pressures. T31 was deposited as 
a channelized turbidite slope system with T31U forming the most extensive reservoir. The 
wireline log shale volume interpretation depicts shale splitting T31U into three distinct zones 
(fig. 14). Further baffles to flow may be caused by shale content through the sand layers.  
 
For simplicity, assume one zone has a higher pressure than all others (fig. 15a). Higher 
pressure in this zone will allow fluid to flow rapidly, particularly if coupled with a higher 
permeability (permeability ranges by approximately 300mD in T31 (BP, 1996)). This zone 
will be first to water-out (fig. 15b). At a shut-in, even small pressure differences allow for 
crossflow to the lower pressure layers, causing water banks to build-up (fig. 15c). As 
production starts up, an increase in WOR is seen (fig. 15d) as the water bank is produced and 
the WOR reduces. Considering the effect of more complex pressure and permeability (and 
mobility and relative permeability) relationships, and different length shut-in periods (present 
on all wells), it is clear a more complex WOR trend as exhibited in the data would be 
produced. Presentation of this theory at a peer review gained support from senior engineers, 
and the timings exhibited both in terms of duration and in the production history are plausible.  
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Clearly the flood front will not be vertical, but heterogeneities will cause fingering. Akin to mini breakthroughs in each unit or 
zone, these will cause gentle increases as each finger of water within a layer reaches the well- see period 4. 
 
Fig. 15- Explanation for period 2 WOR steps 
 
The signature in period 3 is due to slugging. Low 
reservoir pressure leads to slugging which is 
recognisable by a maximum BHP corresponding to 
a minimum WHP (on the high sample rate data). 
Slugging is also manifested in a cyclic trend seen on 
the pressure gradient (fig. 16). Decreasing P* and 
increasing GOR exists without gas lift. During this 
period the BHP drop corresponding to the gas 
gradient matches a decrease in WOR. Considering 
the IPR Prosper model, a low measured BHP will 
cause a higher oil rate to be allocated (see fig. 17 
IPR; points 2 and 4 on fig. 16). As BHP increases 
due to increased pressure support from injection, the 
opposite trend is seen (1 and 3 on fig. 16). This 
trend can also explain any changes in WOR at BHP 
maximum or minimums. BHP preceding period 4 is 
lower than in periods 1 and 2, thus explaining the 
overall lower WOR.  
 
Period 4 begins with breakthrough (a on fig. 13), 
followed by a small plateau and two further 
breakthroughs (b) as the next highest permeability 
layers breakthrough.  These breakthroughs are 
referred to subsequently as channelling, and relate 
to heterogeneity (primarily permeability differences, but may also be due to the presence of baffles to flow) within the 
reservoir sands causing different breakthrough times (fig. 18).  
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The WOR increases are more gentle when compared to the 
step changes in period 2, considering the logarithmic scale. A 
gentle increase could be due to fingering (channelling due to 
heterogenity, where there will be a series of mini-
breakthroughs within a unit or individual zone (fig. 19). The 
step down at (c) to similar WOR level to (a) is accompanied 
by a decrease in water production rate. This is not due to 
allocation issues: the pressure theory may apply. A more 
likely contributing factor could be that all three injector wells 
were offline at this point (fig. 20) causing a drop in water 
production. During period 3, all have downtime periods too, 
lending weight to the periodic pressure support argument and 
increased pressure in period 3. Corresponding with the step 
(c)-(d), I3 is brought online. A long-term plateau from (d)-(e) 
shows a fast response along an inferred high permeability 
channel. Cycling of injected water is now occurring.  
 
 
Fig. 18-Permeability channelling 
 
 
 
Fig. 19-“Fingering” as a cause of gentle WOR increase. Key as fig. 18. 
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Fig. 20-Supporting injectors offline during period 3 (indicated with rectangle) 
 
The interpretation of P3 (see Appendix L; fig. L2) is relatively simple, and illustrates the importance of cross-checking events 
with production histories. The WOR signature is simpler than P2 and corresponds to a different reservoir unit. Period 1 is 
production from T34, leading to period 2 and channelling. Step (b) and step (e) are allocation related. Period 3 shows a gentle 
increase of WOR shortly after I3 begins injection inferring a high permeability streak between wells. 
 
No events on P4 are attributable to shut-ins or allocation issues (see appendix L; fig. L5). Period 1 is production from T31, 
leading to period 2 for which the step–pressure model is inferred in the same manner as for P2. That the trend is over a similar 
time period since start up with an almost identical WOR range suggests similar pressure differences and structure. Similar to 
P2, period 3 is indicative of slugging. According to the literature (Chan, 1995) the trend in period 4 represents coning. The 
gentle increase in water is reflected by the increasing pressure gradient. Neither the 4D seismic survey, nor the reservoir 
simulation model show significant vertical movement or coning of the OWC during production in the vicinity of this well (or 
any others exhibiting the same late time trend) (Allan, 2010 ). As the main waterflood movement is lateral, coning is unlikely. 
The slow increase in water over a long time period suggests gravity segregation in this region of the reservoir. P4 PLT survey 
(BP, 2007) indicated crossflow at the point indicated by the dip on the WOR plot at late times. Crossflow is manifested on the 
pressure gradient as cyclic water-oil trends between shut-ins (fig. 21). That this is noted by another survey confirms the 
possibility of crossflow occurring earlier in the production period. Unfortunately early time pressure gradient is not available 
to verify this signature due to lack of recorded BHP data. 
 
 
Fig. 21- Cross flow as cyclic oil-water on the pressure gradient 
 
Unique to the dataset, a late time steep slope is exhibited on P1 WOR (fig. L9). According to Flores et al (2008), the steep 
slope to 97% water cut is the result of edge water from the nearby aquifer. Such rapid onset of water production kills the well 
as the aquifer floods it. Chemical analysis showed this to be injected water and seismic data shows that the flood front has 
passed through this region. Following shut-in, the well was briefly flowed again on 3 further occasions over 5 years exhibiting 
a predominant water flow, as seen on the production rates and gradient plots (fig. L10). The interpretation is that this zone is 
completely watered out, or alternatively water production is via a particular high permeability channel.  
 
A weak correlation exists between “departure time” (first large increase in WOR or breakthrough) with time of flight from the 
reservoir simulation. The fastest time of flight is between I7 and P5 (Parkes, 2010), and this lies within the fastest third of 
departure times. No sensible relationship between departure time, time of flight and completed unit is concluded as the 
majority are completed in T31U. There is no correlation between departure time and the step size (fig. L11). 
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WOR for P2 was compared with the DHI plots for supporting injectors. Subsequently other producers supported by the 
injectors were added to the relevant DHI plots. I4 is used to illustrate here (fig. 22). Fully annotated DHIs are presented with 
WOR and supporting data in figs. L12-L18. On I4, P2 and P3 (post breakthrough) are more influential than P4 as seen by 
correlation of WOR events on the DHI. The marked P4 “slugging” events are unlikely to be influential on the DHI. More 
plausible, considering the scatter of points above the Hall line, is the relation to shut-ins. I4 also demonstrates a late time 
deviation of the DHI above the Hall line. Inspection of the injector status log shows a high frequency of shut-in periods. 
Ignoring lone data points, this trend is repeated on all wells. Logical, considering shut-in periods reflect non-ideal flow, or an 
extreme form of plugging.  
 
 
Fig. 22-DHI Interpretation of DHI for well I4. Numbers refer to WOR annotations. See Appendix L for supporting additional WOR 
interpretation 
 
Annotated pre- and post-breakthrough WOR steps match the labelling of the individual WOR interpretations (fig. 22 and 
appendix L). All events correlate with DHI tracking below the Hall plot line. Breakthroughs at producer wells are noted on the 
DHI too, with a literature search confirming this finding (Das et al, 2009).  
 
 
Fig. 23-I6 DHI and II fracturing signature. Note fracture limit and relationship to average pressure. 
 
Sub-HI deviations of the DHI on I4, I5, I6 and I10 are not necessarily related to WOR events. Average monthly pressure does 
not always breach the fracture imposed limit, but the maximum values included in averaging clearly do. The large deviation on 
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I6 (fig. 23) is investigated. Fracturing is accompanied by an increase in II, expected 
as an infinite permeability channel has been opened. II then decreases as the 
fracture closes. Prior to the deviation, average BHIP exceeds the fracture limit. 
Following fracturing, the injection pressure is decreased and the fracture closes. At 
the late time anomaly, high sample rate data shows “backing-out” (fig. 24; see 
appendix L; Wyllie, 2010a).   
 
 
Discussion 
 
One of the original aims was that any plots used must have industrial and technical 
use. Clearly the basic production data is useful for performance monitoring, and 
extensions must add value. PI and II plots identify both short term trends and wells 
performing below par over the past quarter to be carried forward to well reviews to 
discuss remedial measures. Introducing continuous II gives a trend not currently 
monitored. Automated skin provides constant monitoring not possible even with 
regular PFOs. Reasons for discrepancies between PFO and IS skin methods are 
given. Importantly, injection is not interrupted.  
 
GOR combined with P* and PG gives an indication of changing reservoir pressure 
and has clear use in reservoir management: the requirement for additional pressure support. Similarly pressure gradient is 
useful as a combination method. PG is the sole method to identify wellbore fluid fill at shut-in and allows constant fluid 
monitoring without multiphase flow meters or separator required. Time taken, post-shut-in, to clean-up wells to previous 
production (or test) fluid compositions is important. A decision not to carry out a production logging survey (PLT) (Wyllie, 
2010b) was made when PG showed a two week clean-up period. Allocated vessel time was less than this and had the PLT 
been run money would have been wasted. Where a well constantly fills with water at shut-in and exhibits a long clean-up time, 
an argument could be made for blocking high permeability zones or sand screens. Although an intensive process, PG would be 
a quality control step for the rate allocation process. Misallocated water rate is identified with a spike on the II (from increased 
water volume) mismatching the PG plot. Long term misallocation has technical implications for history matching. Volumes 
are split across both fields in the asset, and misallocation between producer wells has commercial implications: different 
partners have different equity stakes in both fields. Currently a visual plot only, this idea was discovered to mesh with research 
at BP (Grose, 2010) to develop a data driven rate and phase estimation technique similar to Goh et al (2007). Use of PG may 
be an argument for retrofitting downhole pressure gauges where not present. 
 
As demonstrated, explaining WOR features in relation to other data gives the ability to constantly monitor fluid behaviour, 
structure and geology between given producer and injector wells. More complex than published work, interpreting rapid 
channelling and cycling is useful for decreasing injection thus allowing water to be used elsewhere in the field, or for 
designing remedial measures. Recognising the crossflow noted in a PLT on WOR and pressure gradient, and monitoring the 
results from different injector combinations may provide a test of unit and inter-unit connectivity (injecting into T31 to 
produce from T34). Examining results should provide similar information to a PLT, but at less cost, and without clean-up time 
issues. A PLT in a Schiehallion well is in the region of £5m per well (Wyllie, 2010b). 
 
IS, II and DHI were shown to be successful extensions of the Hall plot. DHI was the most interesting aspect to emerge from 
this research, generating the most interest within the PE community in BP. DHI and WOR has produced a combination tool 
with great potential. Using the suggested workflow, WOR tells the engineer there is channelling between injectors and the 
producer, DHI suggests between which wells. Non-water production features are attributed to shut-ins and fracturing. In 
addition to confirming communication between pairs as suggested by tracers and interference tests, the entire field history 
could be examined for other communicating wells. Although unlikely to yield new evidence on wells with a long production 
history, the addition of new wells to this field and others and their WOR-DHI plots may prove to be useful in this aspect. 
When planned workovers are implemented, inspecting the new signatures from WOR-DHI (and other methods) will improve 
understanding of the method. A computer program calculating correlations between WOR, DHI and changing production 
history may be desired to aid human interpretation,  giving pointers as to time periods and wells to investigate. Identifying 
fracturing from the clear signature left on DHI method, and II and “backing-out” is useful. Applying DHI in ISIS would allow 
calculated fracture limits to be confirmed. Unintended fracturing needs to be avoided as it causes loss of facility limited 
injection and potential drilling hazards (see appendix L and fig. L20 and L21). In short, presentation and acceptance by senior 
PEs, and the commencement of DHI trials on other assets has been an indicator of technical relevance and transferability. 
  
Although rejected, fluid front tracking has a clear use and it will be interesting to ascertain how the current internal research 
would be implemented. If high permeability streaks are  investigated using PLTs, recognising flow from different perforations 
and therefore units and zones within the reservoir allows remedial treatment to be planned. Blocking of sand screens will leave 
BHP
Injection Rate
Time
3 day period
Fig. 24- “Backing-out” trend for I6 event, 
redrawn from ISIS plot. 
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residual oil. One method under consideration is the use of Brightwater (Wyllie, 2010b;  Tiorco, 2010). A chemical treatment is 
designed to be activated at a certain pressure and temperature, causing preferential blocking of pore throats to give reduced to 
zero permeability. Water flow is diverted around the blocked zone to sweep surrounding rock and increase oil recovery. This is 
similar to that suggested by Flores et al (2008). 
 
Presently, the asset has a low H2S production rate (Wyllie, 2010b). Sulphur reducing bacteria (SRB) in injected water consume 
the oil and produce H2S, and are reduced using nitrate reducing bacteria from calcium nitrate. Where crossflow is present, 
water cut and H2S is higher after start up, with both declining in tandem. If crossflow occurs after cycling has begun, H2S 
peaks may be a problem after repeated shut-in cycles. WOR crossflow and H2S monitored together will aid assessment for 
requirement of selective plugging of the well across certain zones to reduce cross flow. 
 
Past performance has been tracked and where possible matched to independent measures, ensuring the validity of application 
in the future. Verification of results included comparing IS trends to PFO skin and the lack of well intervention reflected in the 
stable PI and II. Additional information has been added about reservoir structure influencing water flow. The plots which 
constitute the tracker compliment other surveillance (Appendix B). Additions are the permanent record of water flow 
characteristics and fracture on the DHI. Fluid front tracking is abandoned but is the subject of other internal research and 
pressure gradients lead into the data driven rate and phase measurement. Different purposes needed to be satisfied. Short term 
tracking will be in ISIS, with clearer, less detailed plots for long term trend spotting and presentation in well reviews to 
partners in DSS. Automation is used in all cases to produce the plots such that the engineer’s time is spent analysing trends. 
All data and plot templates are available to any registered user of the software. Time was taken to understand data accuracy, 
particularly the issues related to rate and allocation. It is imperative that logs and allocation tables are cross checked to ensure 
noted changes are not due to erroneous allocation: the prime example being WOR interpretation. It should be remembered that 
even on internally produced plots (when data will have scales) the methods are suitable for tracking trend changes in a 
qualitative manner: quoting absolute values should be avoided.  
 
Each asset uses Production Efficiency Improvement Toolkit (PEIT; Appendix N) which identifies causes of deviation from the 
Installed Production Capacity (IPC) using the concept of chokes (see Appendix M explaining “loss booking”). The second 
largest choke is the wells, and it is helpful to interrogate the losses attributable and match them with problems easily 
identifiable from the tracker. iChoke is the equivalent for injection well loss booking (Appendix M and N). Injection well 
efficiency is mainly attributed to the fracture limit being breached, and permanent record of fractures in the DHI will help 
here. Loss booking was used in a previous campaign of injector defect elimination where identifying the common losses 
focussed maintenance work. Producers are expected to be considered in the near future (Wyllie, 2010a). Trend spotting and 
identification of long term decline and other surveillance combined with PEIT will identify similar areas for focus.  
 
The final aim was that the tracker would be used across the North Sea assets. From peer review and individual discussion, 
interest has been aroused. Indeed the DHI method (in spreadsheet format) was already being trialled on one asset immediately 
following the final presentation. The requirements for the full suite of tracker plots to be implemented include being a 
waterflood oil asset. Wells need gauges with results collated and available through ISIS and DSS. This covers most North Sea 
fields, the exception being one with few working downhole gauges. Discussion (Cameron, 2010) showed this tracker would 
not be required as the drive mechanism is via strong aquifer flow. Many of the wells exhibit 98% water cut and are nearing the 
end of their life. The only monitoring here is water cut and choke to manage production, and test separation. The key lesson is 
to only implement what is required and not to overcomplicate if no value can be derived. A copy of the DSS set up and the 
equations to be ported to ISIS are included in Appendix O. 
 
Summary, Conclusions and Future Work 
 
The underlying theory and background to proposed methods was explained, along with their implementation. Ideas were 
presented at peer review and developed further. The methods proposed provide trend tracking of several metrics derived from 
production data. Suggestions were made to explain trends and illustrated with case studies where relevant. Reference was 
made to complimentary data (seismic, reservoir simulation, petrophysical, geological and geomechanical) to enforce theories. 
Industrial, technical and commercial use has been identified and explained, and application to other fields commented upon. 
 
Major conclusions: 
 WOR signatures are attributed to inferred initial pressure differences, the influence of wireline identified zones within 
the reservoir unit and the effects of slugging.  
 The presence of the zones of varying permeability is confirmed by breakthroughs and plateaus in later times, broadly 
matching the simple plots provided in the literature (Chan, 1995).  
 Further heterogeneities within units and zones are noted as a cause of fingering and slow WOR increase.  
 Different WOR signatures were seen between different reservoir units (compare P7 and P4 with P5).  
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 Differing from the literature, late time slow increase in WOR is not related to coning, but a potential combination of 
gravity segregation and late additional injection. 
 DHI indicates between flow between groups of wells 
 Fracturing leaves a record on the DHI 
 Combining the GOR, PG and gas lift rate with the P* trend gives an indicator of changing reservoir pressure. 
 
Although some publication of research exists since his paper, Yortsos (1999) states, “an important problem in water control is 
the identification of dominant reservoir or production factors from produced WOR data… Despite its relevance, however, the 
problem has received rather scant attention in the literature so far.” Little has been published regarding real data and its 
interpretation: this work is important within the company and the production engineering community as a whole. 
 
The introduction of an electronic log book for the wells would considerably reduce time required to find records of work done, 
changes noted or surveys carried out. DSS plots can also be annotated using a built-in feature. Continuation of the work to 
analyse WOR and DHI and other indicators is already planned. Building a catalogue of events from this field and others will 
aid interpretation. When new wells are drilled monitoring will show if expected well behaviour is in line with others in the 
field. Differences may point to well problems or poor reservoir understanding. New trends may be confirmed following 
intervention, the deployment of Brightwater and enhanced oil recovery methods. Once this understanding has been gained, it 
would be possible to use the DHI to note departures from the norm, and then retrospectively  explain the causes. An algorithm 
as described may speed up this interpretation. To confirm theories presented explaining WOR and DHI, detailed simulation of 
a sector model exhibiting crossflow and slugging is required. The resultant data would be run through the full suite of 
supporting plots to confirm validity. Extension of DHI-WOR methods to gas reservoirs, such as the Southern Gas Asset would 
be a logical step. Use of data from reservoirs which are naturally fractured limestone or chalk would provide interesting 
results. For the latter case, BP’s Valhall would be an obvious candidate.  
 
If a reliable and automated method of estimating reservoir pressure averages can be found, the Hall and additional plots may 
be recalculated to match actual values (for example, IS). Relating shapes of WOR curves to relative permeabilities and 
mobilities are suggested by Yortsos (1999). Investigation of this was not possible in the time frame of this project and indeed 
was outside of the main scope of work. To investigate, simulation of a sector of the reservoir model with varying fluid 
properties would be required. Kabir and Izgec (2009) suggest further enhancements to the DHI method which would provide 
an interesting avenue for the research to follow. Although general agreement was shown between the analytical and numerical 
derivatives in the original paper (Izgec and Kabir, 2009), further study showed that the two derivatives considered together can 
yield further information. Briefly, divergence of the two DHIs depicts a channel, with early separation obviously suggesting a 
channel close to the wellbore. Non uniform separation of both DHIs from HI suggests fracturing.  A method for the derivation 
of kh product of the channels is presented.  
 
New wells may be introduced with more complex monitoring systems (intelligent completions) which will introduce further 
data types, or additional data to help interpret the current plots. The planned introduction of in-well tracer systems (Resman, 
2010) is an example. Plastic strips embedded with chemicals will be placed at completions to help identify poorly performing 
completions and reservoir intervals or zones contributing most oil or water. This will tie in with the high resolution data given 
by WOR and DHI. 
 
This work will evolve, helped in part by the common software platform used. With use of the tracker in different situations, 
further ideas will be incorporated and it will become more powerful. This work, in particular the DHI and WOR, will be 
presented at the next BP global broadcast CoP on Waterflooding and Surveillance. Similar interest to that gained in the North 
SPU is expected.  
 
Nomenclature 
  
  dg       gauge separation, ft 
  BHIP bottomhole injection pressure, psia 
  BHP bottomhole pressure, psia 
  GOR gas oil ratio, scf/stb 
  HI Hall Integral, psi 
  II  Injectivity index, bbl.day/psi 
  m slope 1,2psi.day/bbl 
  MD measured depth, ft 
  P* y intercept of superposition plot, psia 
  Pe reservoir pressure, psia 
  PG  Pressure gradient, psi/ft 
PI   productivity index, bbl.day/psi 
pwf  bottomhole pressure, psia 
pwh  wellhead pressure, psig 
qinj  injection rate, bbl/day 
ql  liquid flow rate, bbl/day 
s*  pseudo skin, dimensionless 
t  time, days 
WHP    wellhead pressure, psig 
Wi  cumulative water injection, bbl 
WOR  Water oil ratio 
WOR’  Derivative of Water oil ratio 
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Appendix A: Literature Review 
 
Table A1 provides an overview of the critical papers relevant to this study in a chronological order. These are expanded on in 
the following pages in alphabetical orded, with a brief summary of each provided. Many of the theories are documented in 
detail in the appendices. 
 
 
Paper Year Title Authors Contribution 
World 
Oil 128 
1963 How to analyze waterflood 
injection well performance 
 
Hall, HN A simple method for producing injector well 
performance plots where a break in slope denotes a 
change in performance. Uses pressure and flow 
rates as routinely recorded in wells. 
SPE 
5989  
 
 
1976 Direct approach through Hall 
plot evaluation improves the 
accuracy of formation damage 
calculations and eliminates 
pressure fall-off testing 
Hawe, DE Shows use of Hall plot can determine a variety of 
formation damage calculations and eliminates the 
need for pressure fall-off testing, allowing for 
regular checks without loss of production. 
JPT 
18740 
1988 An overview of waterflood 
surveillance and monitoring 
 
Talash, AW Description of state of the art key to successful 
waterflood project monitoring. Describes traditional 
monitoring points in the waterflood cycle. 
SPE 
21336 
 
1991 Detection of gas and water 
fronts by pressure build-up 
surveys 
Khalaf, AAW. Demonstrated use of late time boundary detection 
in well test analysis to track movement of fluid 
fronts 
JPT 
23471   
1991 Waterflood Surveillance 
Techniques: A reservoir 
management approach 
 
 
Thakur, GC 
 
Expands on and critiques items to consider in the 
design and implementation of a surveillance 
program. Calls for integrated approach. 
SPE 
30775  
1995 Water control diagnostic plots 
 
Chan, KS  
 
Presents the use of WOR and time derivatives to 
diagnose different types of water production: 
channelling, coning. 
SPE 
59477   
1999 Analysis and Interpretation of 
Water/Oil Ratio in 
Waterfloods 
 
Yortsos, YC; 
Choi, Y; Yang, 
Z; Shah, PC  
 
Analytical and numerical results related to Chan 
(1995) theory are extended to consider saturations 
and relative permeabilities. 
A catalogue of power-law scaling and type curves 
is produced. 
SPE 
93879 
2005 Monitoring Waterflood 
Operations: Hall’s method 
revisited 
 
Silin, JB; 
Holtzman, R; 
Patzek, TW; 
Brink, JL.  
 
 
Reviews and describes the errors and misleading 
interpretation from Hall’s simple method. 
Introduces a new method called slope analysis 
requiring only injections pressure and rate.  This 
allows corrected reservoir pressure to be calculated 
and used in Hall’s analysis to give measure of well 
infectivity and correct slope breaks. 
SPE 
102200   
2006 Waterflooding surveillance 
and monitoring: putting 
principles into practice 
Terrado, M; 
Yudone, S; 
Thakur, G  
A novel plot to assess well performance and 
identify problem wells quickly and simply: ABC 
plot 
IPTC 
11647 
2007 Production surveillance and 
optimisation with data driven 
models 
 
Goh, KC; 
Moncur, CE; 
van Overschee, 
P; Briers, J  
 
Briefly introduces Shell’s system for surveillance. 
Addresses the gaps in management and surveillance 
of oil and gas production operations. Suggests 
method can be used when no test separator 
available. 
SPE 
108498 
 
2007 Surveillance – Maintaining the 
Field from Cradle to Grave 
Grose, T A multidisciplinary, up to date monologue on life 
of field surveillance and its importance 
SPE 
116218   
 
 
2008 The integrated approach to 
formation water management: 
From reservoir management to 
protection of the environment 
 
Flores, JG; 
Elphick, J; 
Lopez F; 
Espinel P 
A wide ranging paper covering the entire water 
production system from reservoir through to water 
disposal or reinjection. Important to this research is 
the importance of an integrated approach and the 
statement that the WOR derivative should not be 
used. 
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SPE 
109876  
2009 Real-time performance 
analysis of water-injection 
wells 
Izgec, B; Kabir, 
CS  
 
Develops Derivative of the Hall Integral to use in 
combination with the Hall plot 
IPTC 
13361 
 
2009 Water injection monitoring 
techniques for the Minagish 
oolite reservoir in West 
Kuwait 
 
Das, OP; 
Aslam, M; 
Bahuguna, 
R;Khalaf, AE; 
Al-Shatti, Ml 
Yousef, ART 
Further demonstration and interpretation of data 
using the of altered Hall plot display. Important as 
it links breakthrough at a producer to the trend of 
the DHI. 
SPE 
123930  
2009 Identification and 
characterization of high-
conductive layers in 
waterfloods 
 
Kabir, CS; 
Izgec, B 
Expands on the use of DHI to discern 
characteristics of high permeability channel with 
use of two derivatives: both the analytical and 
numerical. Experimentation shows in some 
situations their separation overtime varies. 
IPTC 
13159 
2009 Dynamic surveillance 
templates for reservoir 
management: diagnostic tools 
oriented to production 
optimisation 
Perna, M; 
Bartolotto, G; 
Latronico, R; 
Sghair, R. 
Developed in house monitoring plots: importantly 
for oil wells, the Warning Index Plot 
SPE 
12731 
 
2010 Getting the most out of 
reservoir surveillance: a field 
case study 
 
Ismadi, D; 
Suthichoti, P; 
Kabir, CS.  
 
Demonstrates conversion of WHP to BHP and use 
with respect to a case study and leads to IPR 
creation from production data.  
Table A1 Critical Milestones in the Literature 
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SPE 30775 (1995) 
 
Water control diagnostic plots 
 
Authors: Chan, KS  
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
Presents the use of WOR and time derivatives to diagnose water production: channelling, coning. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
To identify different types of water production 
 
Methodology used: 
Log-log plots of cumulative production time vs. WOR and WOR’ 
 
Conclusion reached: 
Derivative plot offer advantages over WOR for diagnostics. 
Easy to screen many well and identify problems related to water production. 
 
Comments: 
Possibility to extend to GOR to identify coning. Compare to internal work on 4D seismic attributes. 
WOR’ found to be difficult to obtain to give a satisfactory result; literature suggests WOR’ are not reliable. 
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IPTC 13361 (2009) 
 
Water injection monitoring techniques for the Minagish oolite reservoir in West Kuwait 
 
Authors: Das, OP; Aslam, M; Bahuguna, R;Khalaf, AE; Al-Shatti, Ml Yousef, ART.  
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
Further use demonstration of altered Hall plot display. Important as it links breakthrough at a producer to the trend of the DHI. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
To describe water injection monitoring techniques used on this field with respect to planning waterflood techniques.  
Present water flood monitoring and front tracking using semi analytical methods. 
 
Methodology used: 
Plot the Hall plot, analytical derivative and cumulative water injection together. Interpretation is based on whether the 
derivative is above or below the Hall curve. See Appendix G for the theory.  
 
Conclusion reached: 
This is an alternative to expensive pressure transient analysis, PFO injection tests and tracer surveys for flood front tracking 
and injection conformance. It has been proven to work on this reservoir and gives information needed for planning workovers 
with respect to water movement in fractures, channels and high permeability layers. 
 
Comments: 
See SPE 109876 
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SPE 116218  (2008) 
 
The integrated approach to formation water management: From reservoir management to protection of the 
environment 
 
Authors: Flores, JG; Elphick, J; Lopez F; Espinel P  
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
A wide ranging paper covering the entire water production system from reservoir through to water disposal or reinjection. 
Important to this research is the importance of an integrated approach and the statement that the WOR derivative should not be 
used. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
To address the water production problem as only few water shut off treatments have been successful. 
 
Methodology used: 
Classifies 10 water problem types and using case studies, describes the entire system in an integrated approach: 
 Flow mechanisms in the reservoir 
 Breakthrough mechanisms 
 Bottlenecks in surface facilities 
 Water disposal and reinjection 
 
 
Conclusion reached: 
Statement that water production is a problem and needs to be addressed in a timely manner through understanding of the entire 
system and causes. Proper diagnosis of water problem results in effective treatment. 
 
Comments: 
Interesting paper but only used to back up not using WOR derivatives. 
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SPE 108498  (2007) 
 
Surveillance – Maintaining the Field from Cradle to Grave 
 
Authors: Grose, T  
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
A multidisciplinary, up to date monologue on life of field surveillance and its importance 
 
Objective of the paper: 
To prove the importance of considering surveillance and its results. 
 
Methodology used: 
Discussion and case studies 
 
Conclusion reached: 
Essential to short and long term success of assets. 
 
Comments: 
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World Oil 128 (1963) 
 
How to analyze waterflood injection well performance 
 
Authors: Hall, HN  
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
A simple method for producing injector well performance plots where a break in slope denotes a change in performance. Uses 
pressure and flow rates as routinely recorded in wells. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
Presents a method for evaluating injector well performance 
 
Methodology used: 
Assumes radial steady-state flow and requires information about ambient reservoir pressure and a constant influence domain 
radius, re. Plot left hand side of eq. A1 vs. cumulative injection volume. See Appendix E for the theory. 
 
 
∫(𝑝𝑤 − 𝑝𝑒)𝑑𝑡 = ∫ (
𝜇
2𝜋𝑘ℎ
𝑙𝑛
𝑟𝑒
𝑟𝑤
𝑄) 𝑑𝑡
𝑡
𝑡𝑜
     (𝐴1)
𝑡
𝑡𝑜
 
 
 
Comments: 
Needs knowledge of Pe to be correct, and this is not usually known. Integration can remove effects which are small in 
comparison to the mean. See the “Slope Analysis” method. 
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SPE 5989 (1976) 
 
Direct approach through Hall plot evaluation improves the accuracy of formation damage calculations and eliminates 
pressure fall-off testing 
 
Authors: Hawe, DE  
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
Shows use of Hall plot can determine a variety of formation damage calculations and eliminates the need for pressure fall-off 
testing, allowing for regular checks without loss of production 
 
Objective of the paper: 
Use Hall plots to identify loss of injectivity and also as a method of determining workover procedures.  
 
Methodology used: 
Hall plot with an increase of slope indicates damage.  Using the transmissibilites of damaged and undamaged reservoir rock 
(measured either side of a break in slope) calculates Van Everdingen Skin. See Appendix F for theory. 
 
Using given equations it is possible to calculate the pressure drop across the damaged zone, the reservoir pressure, damage 
ratio, flow efficiency, damage factor and the minimum injection increase upon skin removal. 
 
Conclusion reached: 
All formation damage characteristics in injection can be accurately determined without pressure fall off testing using monthly 
Hall plot data. 
 
 
Comments: 
Useful technique, worth trying especially with the lack of regular PFO tests.  
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SPE 12731 (2010) 
 
Getting the most out of reservoir surveillance: a field case study 
 
Authors: Ismadi, D; Suthichoti, P; Kabir, CS.  
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
Demonstrates conversion of WHP to BHP and use with respect to a case study and leads to IPR creation from production data. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
To demonstrate the usefulness of real time pressure and rate data, WHP-BHP conversion.  
 
Methodology used: 
Tracking IPR over time 
 
Conclusion reached: 
Collation of IPR from monthly data is better than empirical methods. 
Flowing WHP-BHP can generate IPR curves. 
 
Comments: 
Relates to gas reservoir only! On inspection of method, is not applicable to this asset where rates are allocated from IPR 
curves. 
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SPE 109876 (2009) 
 
Real-time performance analysis of water-injection wells 
 
Authors: Izgec, B; Kabir, CS  
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
Develops Derivative of the Hall Integral to use in combination with the Hall plot 
 
Objective of the paper: 
The relevance of this project is the development of the derivative. 
 
Methodology used: 
The DHI is derived analytically and numerically so that eq. A2: 
 
𝐷𝐻𝐼 =
𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑥
=
𝑑 (𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑙)
𝑑 (ln  𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
     (𝐴2) 
 
If the derivative lies above the Hall plot line, plugging with dirty water is evident, below denotes fracturing and the two curves 
tracking is matrix injection with clean water. 
 
See Appendix H for theory. 
 
Conclusion reached: 
The analytical and numerical methods are the same and provide unambiguous results as was demonstrated with field and 
simulated data. The Hall plot is the only way to do real-time monitoring and this improves it. 
 
Comments: 
Potentially very powerful.  
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SPE 123930  (2009) 
 
Identification and characterization of high-conductive layers in waterfloods 
 
Authors: Kabir, CS; Izgec, B  
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
Expands on the use of DHI to discern characteristics of high permeability channel with use of two derivatives: both the 
analytical and numerical. Experimentation shows in some situations their separation overtime varies. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
To improve the authors’ previous DHI method to gain more value from production data. 
 
Methodology used: 
Analytical and numerical derivatives are plotted along with the Hall plot to discern different flow mechanisms (fracturing or 
high permeability channel for instance). A method for deriving kh is introduced. Simulation and field data confirmed the 
trends apply to vertical wells. 
 
Conclusion reached: 
An understanding of the presence of preferential flow helps manage waterfloods by pattern management. It is possible to 
identify high permeability channels intercepting the well bore, the difference between channelling and fracturing. The kh 
estimate matches values derived from well test analysis. 
 
Comments: 
Only applicable in vertical wells. This would be an obvious extension to this project. 
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SPE 21336 (1991) 
 
Detection of gas and water fronts by pressure build-up surveys 
 
Authors: Khalaf, AAW. 
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
Demonstrated use of late time boundary detection in well test analysis to track movement of fluid fronts 
 
Objective of the paper: 
To demonstrate the method of detection of gas and waterfronts by pressure build-up surveys over six days of shut-in. 
 
Methodology used: 
Late time anomalies are identified by their deviation from the straight line portion of a semi-log plot (figure A1 and A2). 
Two different methods are used for oil-water and gas-oil contacts with two equations presented to calculate total distance 
based on image well theory (eq. A3 and A4). 
 
 
 
 
 
Using image well theory and if tp>>Δt  
 
 
Pressure support boundary: Water front: 
𝐿 = 0.01217√
𝑘∆𝑡𝑥
∅𝜇𝑐𝑡
      (𝐴3) 
 
 
Constant Pressure Boundary: Gas Front 
𝐿 = 0.0328√
𝑘𝑡𝑥
∅𝜇𝑐𝑡
     (𝐴4) 
 
 
Where L= distance to the outer boundary, ft, k= permeability, mD, Φ=porosity, ct=total compressibility, 1/psi, tp=production 
time prior to PBU, Δtx=intersection time of 2 straight lines on semi-log, tx=end of first straight line segment, Δt=PBU closure 
time, µ=viscosity, cp 
 
Results were validated using simulation and examples from field performance and a time-lapse technique used to track front 
movement and predict breakthrough. 
 
 
Fig. A1-Water front semi-log plot (from Khalaf, 1991)  Fig. A2-Gas front semi-log (from Khalaf, 1991)  
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Conclusion reached: 
Located gas and waterfronts are supported by evidence from other methods and disciplines. PBU can be used to monitor 
movement: the advantage is that fronts are detected before they reach the well.   
 
Comments: 
Overlaps with current research at BP 
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IPTC 11647 (2007) 
 
Production surveillance and optimisation with data driven models 
 
Authors: Goh, KC; Moncur, CE; van Overschee, P; Briers, J  
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
Briefly introduces Shell’s system for surveillance. Addresses the gaps in management and surveillance of oil and gas 
production operations. Suggests method can be used when no test separator available. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
To explain Field Ware Production Universe with relation to conventional monitoring and resultant issues. Describes data 
driven models as an alternative to physical. 
 
Methodology used: 
Data driven models: no specifics mentioned. 
 
Conclusion reached: 
Used for day-to-day, real time production optimisation. Data driven virtual metering of phases are important when no 
multiphase metering available. 
 
Comments: 
Interesting paper, but as it is Shell technology no specifics are given. Overlaps with current research at BP. 
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IPTC 13159 (2009) 
 
Dynamic surveillance templates for reservoir management: diagnostic tools oriented to production optimisation 
 
Authors: Perna, M; Bartolotto, G; Latronico, R; Sghair, R.  
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
Developed in house monitoring plots: importantly for oil wells, the WI plot 
 
Objective of the paper: 
To present dynamic monitoring templates for reservoir management 
 
Methodology used: 
Warning Index from eq. A5-A10,  
 
WI=0.33WCratio + 0.33Qoilratio + 0.33GORratio      (A5) 
 
Where 
𝑊𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝑊𝐶𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙
𝑊𝐶𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑠
     (𝐴6) 
 
𝑄𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝑄𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑄𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙
      (𝐴7) 
 
 𝑊𝐶𝑎𝑣𝑔 =
∑ 𝑄𝑤𝑖
∑ 𝑄𝑙𝑖𝑞1
     (𝐴8) 
 
𝑄𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑠 =
∑ 𝑄𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑖
𝑛𝑖
 𝑖 = 1, 𝑛 𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠     (𝐴9) 
 
𝐺𝑂𝑅𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝐺𝑂𝑅𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙
𝑅𝑠𝑖
     (𝐴10) 
WC = water cut, Q=flow rate, bbl/day, GOR=gas oil ratio scf/bbl. 
 
The warning index plot is produced (fig. A3). 
 
Fig. A3-Warning Index example plot from Perna et al (2009). 
 
 
Conclusion reached: 
A quick and easy to apply method to give a quick look analysis of a well stock. 
 
Comments: Did not offer any useful insights when trialled.  
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SPE 93879 (2005) 
 
Monitoring Waterflood Operations: Hall’s method revisited 
 
Authors: Silin, JB; Holtzman, R; Patzek, TW; Brink, JL.  
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
Reviews and describes the errors and misleading interpretation from Hall’s simple method. Introduces a new method called 
slope analysis which requires only injection pressure and rate as inputs. Slope analysis allows corrected reservoir pressure to 
be calculated and used in Hall’s analysis to give measure of well infectivity and correct slope breaks.  
 
Objective of the paper: 
Deals with the problems relating to monitoring and control of waterflood operations with respect to the Lost Hills field. Hall’s 
method is reviewed, its shortcomings demonstrated and a new method proposed. All illustrated with simulated and real data. 
 
Methodology used: 
Calculate the slope of the line from a plot of P/Q vs. 1/Q. This equals the average reservoir pressure to use in the Hall Integral 
equation. 
 
See appendix J for the theory.  
 
 
Conclusion reached: 
 Hall’s method needs Pe at outer boundary of zone of influence, and knowledge of its location. Neither of these can be 
directly measured. The simplicity of the slope is misleading. 
 The slope analysis gives a value for Pe which can be used in Hall’s plot. Significant local deviations, regional effects 
and interference are accounted for. 
 Pe can be used to produce pressure maps around wells and help with modelling and planning. 
 
 
Comments:  
Difficult to implement in the software, especially for wells with little injection history. 
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SPE 102200  (2006) 
 
Waterflooding surveillance and monitoring: putting principles into practice 
 
Authors: Terrado, M; Yudone, S; Thakur, G  
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
A novel plot to assess well performance and identify problem wells quickly and simply: ABC plot 
 
Objective of the paper: 
To show the practical application of well surveillance and monitoring on different levels is key to understanding performance. 
Present a novel diagnostic plot. 
 
Methodology used: 
Presents a check list for analysis. 
Suggested methods: 
 
Field level 
 Time lapse maps: GOR, water cut and pressure: clues as to maturity of flood (high= high water cut and GOR~Rs.) 
Plot:  
 total liquid production and voidage replacement ratio vs. time 
 recovery factor vs. pore volumes injected 
 water cut vs. pore volumes injected 
 Validating pattern configuration: work out the average fluid at producer and injector  I:P ratio 
 After-Before-Compare (ABC) for producers 
Oil and water rates are compared from production data over two dates.  
1:1= no change 
Total liquid rate increase = good response to injection 
Total liquid rate decrease = problem 
Water cut increase = plot in lower right 
Water cut decrease = plot in upper right 
 
For injectors: well head pressure and injection rate plotted in the same way. 
 
Block level 
 As above and volumetric sweep efficiencies 
 
Pattern level 
 Plot Pore volumes injected per year 
 
Well level 
 Hall plot 
 Plot injection rates vs. target rate 
 
 
 
Conclusion reached: 
Practical applications of surveillance and monitoring have led to arresting decline rates in many fields. 
 
Comments: Refer to earlier comments about validity of original Hall method 
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JPT 18740 (1988) 
 
An overview of waterflood surveillance and monitoring 
 
Authors: Talash, AW 
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
Description of state-of-the-art key to successful waterflood project monitoring. Describes traditional monitoring points in the 
waterflood cycle. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
Overview of surveillance programs, outlining various items to be monitored. Discusses developing technology and tests for the 
diagnosis of problems. 
 
Methodology used: 
Surveillance systems 
 
Conclusion reached: 
The future is automated field systems 
 
Comments: 
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JPT 23471  (1991) 
  
Waterflood Surveillance Techniques: A reservoir management approach 
 
Authors: Thakur, GC  
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
Expands on and critiques items to consider in the design and implementation of a surveillance program. Calls for integrated 
approach. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
To highlight waterflooding surveillance with respect to reservoir management and systems approach. Provides case studies of 
resultant improvements. 
 
Methodology used: 
Discussion and presentation of results using Hall plot 
 
Conclusion reached: 
It is important to do surveillance from early time, not only in recovering marginal oil. Learn from history and knowledge 
gained to improve practices. 
 
Comments: 
Emphasises multi-disciplinary approach. 
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SPE 59477  (1999) 
 
Analysis and Interpretation of Water/Oil Ratio in Waterfloods 
 
Authors: Yortsos, YC; Choi, Y; Yang, Z; Shah, PC  
 
Contribution to the understanding of well performance monitoring: 
Analytical and numerical results related to Chan (1995) theory are extended to consider saturations and relative permeabilities. 
A catalogue of power-law scaling and type curves is produced. 
  
Objective of the paper: 
To investigate waterflooding under various conditions as an extension of Chan (1995). 
 
Methodology used: 
Analyse the behaviour of multidimensional patterns (homogeneous, 2D channelling and 3D layering), and investigating 
power-law dependence to scale late time behaviour. 
 
Conclusion reached: 
The WOR – time relationship depends on relative permeability, mobility and production geometry. Power law scaling is used 
for different time regimes. 
 
Comments: 
An interesting extension to the project. 
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Appendix B: List of Current asset surveillance 
 
Recommended performance tracking plots had to fit in with current asset surveillance, to compliment and not overlap with: 
 
 PLT 
 4D seismic to track fluid movement 
 Tracers – to initially track communicating wells and understand injector support 
 Tree temperature – to show well is flowing 
 Fiscal meter – at Sullum Voe to compare to FPSO meter 
 Gas lift – to ensure efficiency in production and for slugging prevention in riser 
 Production chemistry – is produced water formation water or injected seawater? 
 Pressure build-up and fall off tests – to track changes in skin, kh and P* 
 Sand – the formation has high sanding potential (BP, 1996) 
 Flowing well tests – multiphase metering and flow rate–pressure relationships for Prosper modelling and allocation 
 Riser top sampling – for water cut whilst no functioning test separator 
 Flowing pressure gradient – for fluid monitoring. Not done on a continuous basis presently. 
 P* from long shut-ins – for example at TAR (turnaround; planned maintenance shutdowns)  
 Allocation factors to QC the allocation process 
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Appendix C: Rate Allocation Process 
 
Flow rates for production wells are allocated by a contractual process:  
 
1. Oil and water leaving the FPSO process train is measured  
2. FPSO storage tank dip measures oil and the water leg 
 Estimated daily reported production for oil and water 
3. Every 3 days the shuttle tanker collects the oil for transport to the refinery where it is fiscally metered 
 Reconcile with the FPSO volumes  
4. Software takes recorded BHP values and uses Prosper IPR curves to allocate daily volumes for each well at the given 
water cut. The software uses some intelligence to look at wing valves and wellhead temperature, and ignores spurious 
pressure readings. 
 
Water rates have the largest uncertainty. Allocation is not contractual and is less rigorously performed, being based on 
wellhead injection pressures and temperatures. Guidance is taken from the few working flow meters, re-injected water volume 
and the fiscally metered oil.  
 
The reconciliation process ensures rates are accurately applied to all wells. Once the rates are agreed they are added into the 
database to read by DSS. 
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Appendix D: Full suite of tracker plots 
 
To illustrate the tracker, a set of plots for a producer and injector are included: Figs. D1-D14. These are screen images from 
DSS and are included to illustrate complimentary plots used for each tracking metric. Figs. D1-D7 are for producers, Figs. D8-
D13 injectors and Fig. D14 communicating combinations. 
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Fig. D1-Producer pressures, gas lift, choke, WOR, GOR and WC 
 
Fig. D2-Producer pressures, temperatures, GOR and WOR 
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Fig. D3- Cumulative and monthly production and gas lift 
 
 
 
Fig. D4-WOR, WC and oil rate. Other plots provided with same x-axis for comparison. 
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Fig. D5- GOR. Supporting plots provided with same x-axis 
 
 
Fig. D6-Pressure gradient, P*, WC, GOR, gas lift and well status 
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Fig. D7 –PI, pressures and production rates 
 
 
 
Fig. D8- Injection pressures, choke, rate and cumulative injection 
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Fig. D9-Injection pressures, temperatures and rate 
 
 
 
Fig. D10-II, pressures, Hall plot and rate 
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Fig. D11-Hall plot, pressures, choke and rate 
 
 
 
Fig. D12-Hall and DHI, pressures and fracture limits, rate, choke and well-status. 
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Fig. D13- IS, pressures, rate and choke 
 
 
 
Fig. D14- Communicating producer and injector combinations. Producer BHP and rate, injector rate and WHP.  
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Appendix E: Hall Plot Theory 
 
Hall (1963) assumes radial steady-state flow (eq. E1), requiring information about ambient reservoir pressure and a constant 
influence radius, ri. Neither of the latter can be measured directly.  
 
𝑝𝑤𝑓 = 𝑝𝑒 +
𝜇𝑤
2𝜋𝑘𝑤ℎ
𝑙𝑛
𝑟𝑖
𝑟𝑤
𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑗      (𝐸1) 
 
Fluid compressibility and formation volume factor are ignored. The fluid is assumed to be incompressible and homogeneous 
and reservoir is uniform and vertically confined. These assumptions are never satisfied but the equation describes fluid 
injection suitably.  
 
b =
𝜇𝑤
2𝜋𝑘𝑤ℎ
𝑙𝑛
𝑟𝑖
𝑟𝑤
     (𝐸2) 
 
The coefficient (eq. E2) characterises well performance. For the time period being studied, if pressure and flow rate are fairly 
constant the coefficient b is (eq. E3): 
 
𝑏 =
𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑗
𝑝𝑤𝑓 − 𝑝𝑒
     (𝐸3) 
Integrate eq. E3 with respect to time (eq. E4): 
 
∫(𝑝𝑤𝑓 − 𝑝𝑒)𝑑𝑡 = ∫ (
𝜇𝑤
2𝜋𝑘𝑤ℎ
𝑙𝑛
𝑟𝑖
𝑟𝑤
𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑗) 𝑑𝑡     (𝐸4)
𝑡
𝑡𝑜
𝑡
𝑡𝑜
 
The left hand side of eq. (E4) is plotted on the y-axis and the cumulative injection volume on the x-axis. The gradient is the 
reciprocal of injectivity index.  
 
As an analogue for reservoir pressure (see PI in main body) the P* value derived from the PFO in injector wells is used.  
 
Comparing both the P*-BHP and WHP only Hall plots shows the same trend (fig. E1). Thus the WHP only method is 
continued as it allows constant monitoring as early and late data has no coincident P* measurement.  
 
 
 
Fig. E1-Comparison of two Hall Integral methods. Note the step is due to a shut-in period, where WHP continued to be recorded.  
 
 
Additional Nomenclature 
  b  = as defined above 
  Bw =  formation volume factor of water, rb/stb 
   h  = injection thickness, ft 
   kw  = water relative permeability, mD 
  ri  = radius of injection, ft 
   rw = radius of wellbore, ft 
  𝜇w =  viscosity of water, cp  
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Appendix F: Injector Skin Theory and Discrepancies with PFO derived skin 
 
A manual method of calculating IS from the change in slope is proposed by Hawe (1976).  
 
 
 
Considering the Hall plot (Fig. F1; Hall, 1963), from Darcy’s law 
relating pressure and rate, and assuming constant reservoir pressure 
(changes do not affect curve shape) and radius of injection (an increase 
produces upward concave shape) the slope is calculated (m, psi.day 
/bbl) (eq. F1): 
 
𝑚 =
𝜇𝑤𝐵𝑤𝑙𝑛
𝑟𝑖
𝑟𝑤
0.00707𝑘𝑤ℎ
     (𝐹1) 
 
 
 
Fig. F1- Slope nomenclature for skin calculation method:  
repeated from main paper for completeness 
 
Transmissibility is inversely proportional to the slope (eq. F2): 
 
𝑇𝑚𝑥 =
𝑘𝑤ℎ
𝜇𝑤
=
0.159147𝐵𝑤𝑙𝑛
𝑟𝑖
𝑟𝑤
𝑚𝑥
     (𝐹2) 
 
Where x denotes slope 1 or 2 (fig. F2): 1 is undamaged reservoir or 2 average of damaged and undamaged. 
 
 
Fig. F2- radii nomenclature, correcting labelling mistake in Hawe (1976). 
 
Find Tm1 and Tm2 and assume the radius of damage, ra, and solve eq. F3: 
 
𝑇𝑚 𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 𝑇𝑚2 =
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑇𝑚1𝑙𝑛
𝑟𝑖
𝑟𝑤
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑛
𝑟𝑖
𝑟𝑤
+ 𝑇𝑚1𝑙𝑛
𝑟𝑎
𝑟𝑤
     (F3) 
 
Solve for Tma (eq. F4): 
 
𝑇𝑚𝑎 =
𝑇𝑚1𝑇𝑚2𝑙𝑛
𝑟𝑎
𝑟𝑤
𝑇𝑚1𝑙𝑛
𝑟𝑖
𝑟𝑤
− 𝑇𝑚2𝑙𝑛
𝑟𝑖
𝑟𝑤
     (F4) 
 
and Van Everdingen skin is given by (eq. F5): 
 
𝑆 =
𝑇𝑚1 − 𝑇𝑚𝑎
𝑇𝑚𝑎
     (𝐹5) 
 
Trial calculation shows ra has no effect on Van Everdingen skin equation and is arbitrarily set as 2ft.  
 
rw ra ri rw ra ri
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ri is the radius of investigation or injection and is fixed at 1000ft. Hawe (1976) does not elaborate on how selection of ri is 
made without PFO tests, or how to treat inevitable variation. Routine PFO analysis gives a variation in r i of 260ft to 1770 ft for 
the test well. Sensitivity tests were carried out on this range of ri and resultant skin value changes by approximately 25% from 
upper to lower ri. Trend remains consistent which is the most important factor (Fig. F3).  
 
 
Fig. F3-Sensitivity on ri values given in PFO analysis 
 
The automated method produces a running daily skin calculation. For a given time point, m1 becomes the previous time step 
and m2 the next, with skin solved using the equations presented above. Scatter is present in the data “1 day auto skin” in fig. 
F4. Calculations were made over 2, 5 and 10 day periods, logic is used to ignore a skin value greater than twice any of its 
neighbours and results for each combination were averaged over 10, 30 and 50 days. The optimum result was with the daily 
skin calculation, de-spiked and averaged over a monthly basis (see fig. F4). For daily surveillance in ISIS, spikes and 
fluctuations will remain in the dataset. 
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Fig. F4-Illustrates scatter in data, de-spiking and averaging 
  
 
 
Considering the skin plots (fig. 5), where spikes in skin values do not correspond (point b), this is always due to poor PFO data 
(fig. F5). Great uncertainty in the placement of radial flow stabilisation on the derivative plot is clear where skin variation is 45 
from the top to the bottom of the “cloud” of data. Compare this to the obvious radial flow stabilisation level seen in data where 
both skin calculations agree (fig. F6, point c on fig. 5). A problem with the simple analysis used for routine PFO and PFU 
analysis (Well test solutions, 2006; as opposed to analysis using software such as PIE) is that without simulating the 
parameters to compare to the original data, verification of the model parameters is not possible. Figs. F5 and F6 are taken from 
(BP, 2010). No changes were made to already complete analyses. 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Nomenclature 
 
  Bw =  formation volume factor of water, rb/stb 
   h = injection thickness, ft  
   kw  = water relative permeability mD 
  m = gradient, psi.day/bbl 
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Fig. F5-Relates to spike in skin analysis: (b) on fig. 5. 
Poor data, note range in skin values throughout cloud 
of data.  
Fig. F6-Comparison to show data from period 
where both skin calculations follow the overall 
trend. Corresponds to point c on fig. 5 
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  ra =  damaged radius, ft 
  ri  = radius of injection, ft 
   rw = radius of wellbore, ft 
  S  =  skin 
  t  = time period 
  Tma =  transmissibility of damaged zone 
  Tmavg =  average transmissibility 
  Tme  = transmissibility of undamaged zone 
  Tmx =  transmissibility relating to slope mx 
  x  = x axis 
  y  =  y axis 
  𝜇w =  viscosity of water cp 
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Appendix G: WOR derivatives 
 
Unsuccessful attempts to recreate derivatives (Chan, 1995) using various methods were made. Some are described and plotted 
(fig. G1). A simple time derivative (eq. G1) produced a scattered trend similar to the original WOR: 
 
WOR′ =
𝑑𝑊𝑂𝑅
𝑑𝑡
     (G1) 
 
Integrating the WOR with respect to time to smooth the signal, and then differentiating this produces a rotated trend with the 
same characteristics of the original trend (eq. G2):  
 
WOR′ =
𝑑 (
1
𝑡 ∫ 𝑊𝑂𝑅 𝑑𝑡
𝑡
0
)
𝑑𝑡
     (𝐺2) 
 
Both derivatives remove the negative trends, so an absolute value of the second is calculated. The continuous curve has the 
same trend as the original derivative (eq. G3). 
 
WOR′ =
|𝑑 (
1
𝑡 ∫ 𝑊𝑂𝑅 𝑑𝑡
𝑡
0
)|
𝑑𝑡
     (𝐺3) 
 
 
Fig. G1-Example of trialled derivatives, none improving on the WOR plot 
 
 
Additional Nomenclature 
  t  = cumulative days 
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Appendix H: DHI Theory and Display 
 
Izgec and Kabir (2009) explain their extension of the Hall plot: Derivative Hall Integral (DHI). The analytical integral is 
derived in the paper starting with the pseudo-steady state equation (eq. H1): 
 
𝑝𝑤𝑓 − 𝑝𝑒 =
141.2𝑞inj𝐵𝑤𝜇𝑤
𝑘𝑤ℎ
[𝑙𝑛 (
𝑟𝑒
𝑟𝑤
) − 0.5 + 𝑠∗]     (𝐻1) 
 
Integrating with respect to time  gives eq. H2: 
 
∫(𝑝𝑤𝑓 − 𝑝𝑒)  𝑑𝑡 =
141.2𝑊𝑖𝐵𝑤𝜇𝑤
𝑘𝑤ℎ
[𝑙𝑛 (
𝑟𝑒
𝑟𝑤
) − 0.5 + 𝑠∗]     (𝐻2) 
 
Plotting the left hand side vs. Wi gives the Hall plot. The DHI can be obtained (eq. H3): 
 
𝐷𝐻𝐼 =
𝑑 ∫(𝑝𝑤𝑓 − 𝑝𝑒)  𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑙𝑛(𝑊𝑖)
=
𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑥
     (𝐻3) 
 
Replacing 𝑝𝑤𝑓 − 𝑝𝑒 with the right hand side of the equation and denoting (eq. H4-6): 
 
𝛼1 =
141.2𝐵𝑤𝜇𝑤
𝑘ℎ
     (𝐻4) 
 
𝑟𝑒 = (
5.615𝑊𝑖𝐵𝑤
𝜋ℎ∅(1 − 𝑆𝑜𝑟)
)
1/2
     (𝐻5) 
 
𝛼2 = (
5.615𝐵𝑤
𝜋ℎ∅(1 − 𝑆𝑜𝑟)
)
1/2 1
𝑟𝑤
     (𝐻6) 
 
Gives eq. H7: 
 
𝐷𝐻𝐼 =
𝑑[0.5𝑊𝑖𝛼1𝑙𝑛(𝑊𝑖) + 𝑊𝑖𝛼1𝑙𝑛(𝛼2) − 0.5𝑊𝑖𝛼1 + 𝑠
∗𝑊𝑖𝛼1]
𝑑𝑙𝑛(𝑊𝑖)
=
𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑥
     (𝐻7) 
 
Considering logarithmic rules (eq. H8) 
 
𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑥 =
𝑑(𝑥)
𝑑(𝑙𝑛𝑥)
     (𝐻8) 
 
Then DHI: (eq. H9) 
 
𝐷𝐻𝐼 =
𝑊𝑖𝛼1
2
+ 𝑒ln (𝑊𝑖) (
𝛼1ln (𝑊𝑖)
2
+ 𝛼1ln (𝛼2) −
𝛼1
2
+ 𝑠∗𝛼1)     (𝐻9) 
 
DHI simplifies to eq. H10: 
 
𝐷𝐻𝐼 =
𝑊𝑖𝛼1
2
+ 𝛼1𝑊𝑖 (
ln (𝑊𝑖)
2
+ ln (𝛼2) −
1
2
+ 𝑠∗)     (𝐻10) 
 
Finally write DHI as eq. H11: 
 
𝐷𝐻𝐼 = 𝛼1𝑊𝑖 [𝑙𝑛 (
𝑟𝑒
𝑟𝑤
) + 𝑠∗]      (𝐻11) 
 
The numerical form used in the tracker is given in eq. H12: 
 
𝐷𝐻𝐼 =
𝑑(𝐻𝐼)
𝑑(ln(𝑊𝑖))
     (𝐻12) 
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As discussed, Cartesian plots provide the clearest qualitative analysis (fig. H1). 
 
 
Fig. H1-Cartesian and Logarithmic scales. Both graphs display the same range of data for comparison.  
 
Calculation over various derivative periods (2, 10, 30 and 50 day; fig. H2) and running averages (5, 10 and 50 day; fig. H3) 
were trialled to reduce scatter. These gave false “above Hall line” tracking due to large maximum values being included. The 
daily data was chosen as enough is present to allow trends to be spotted. 
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Fig. H2-DHI performed over different time periods as indicated. Note false indication of plugging. 
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Fig. H3-DHI averaged over periods indicated. Note the false indication of plugging.  
 
 
Additional Nomenclature 
  µw = water  viscosity, cp 
  Bw  = water formation volume factor rb/stb 
  DHI  =  psi.day  
  h  =  formation thickness, ft 
  k  =  permeability, mD 
  Ø  =  porosity, fraction 
  re  =  reservoir boundary radius, ft 
  rw =  wellbore radius, ft 
  s* = pseudo skin 
  Sor  =  residual oil saturation, fraction 
  t   =  injection time, days 
  Wi  =  cumulative water injection, bbl 
  α  =  coefficient as defined above 
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Appendix I: Fluid movement Tracking 
 
A good example of this method is given in the literature (Khalaf, 1991), for a field where well test duration increased and 
changing boundaries were recognised as a deviation from the straight line on the semi-log plot. The deviation for the 
waterfront is a pressure support boundary (fig. I1) and constant pressure for the GOC. Using image well theory and if tp>>Δt 
leads to eq. I1: 
 
𝐿 = 0.01217√
𝑘∆𝑡𝑥
∅𝜇𝑐𝑡
     (𝐼1) 
 
 
 
Fig. I1- Plot taken from Basic Surveillance Spreadsheet for well P7  
(Well test solutions, 2006). Indicates nomenclature in eq. I1.  
 
Overlaying a series of PBU for P7 shows a change in outer boundary, interpreted to be moving fluid front (fig. I2). Clearly it is 
not possible to detect whether the flood front is equally distributed or in a particular vertical position: only nearest horizontal 
distance can be calculated. This example was created from already-analysed data using the Basic Surveillance Spreadsheet 
(Well test solutions, 2006). Where the flood front distance increases, this is related to spikes in the skin trend as indicated in 
I2.  
 
There is a clear use in tracking fluid fronts from PBU analysis. Validation of the reservoir simulation model and comparison to 
expected time of flight would be possible, and the two methods in tandem used to produce water (and gas) movement maps. 
Efficiency of the flood could be evaluated, and comparison made to WOR and DHI methods to confirm rapid channelling. 
Correlations between distance travelled and volume injected would be investigated. Developing an index for each reservoir 
interval is an interesting extension. For example: is there a pattern in volume injected per unit distance per unit thickness per 
unit permeability?  
 
Currently, full pressure transient analysis does not use deconvolution which would remove any issues with uncertainty in rate 
data. 
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Fig. I2- Movement of outer boundary on well P7 seen on the derivative plots, and relationship with  
out-of-trend skin calculation results.  
 
 
Additional Nomenclature 
 
  µ  =  viscosity, cp 
  ct  =  total compressibility, psi
-1
 
  k  =  permeability, mD 
  L  =  distance to fluid front, ft 
  Ø  =  porosity, fraction 
  tp  =  production time, hr 
  Δt  =  superposition time 
  Δtx  =  time of intersection 
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Appendix J: Slope Method 
 
Silin (2005) proposes the slope analysis method to estimate average apparent reservoir pressure, pe. Pe is used in the Hall 
analysis to correct problems caused by disregarding reservoir pressure.  If formation properties do not change, then the slope 
of the Hall plot is straight when pressure equals Pe. Therefore Pe can be estimated by selecting the value of pressure which 
makes the slope straight.  
 
The slope of an incorrect Hall plot ignoring Pe is given by eq. J1. 
 
𝑆 =
∫ 𝑝𝑤𝑓  𝑑𝑡
𝑡
𝑡𝑜
∫ 𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑗  𝑑𝑡
𝑡
𝑡𝑜
=  
𝑝𝑤𝑓
𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑗
=
𝑝𝑒
𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑗
+ 𝑏     (𝐽1) 
 
  
Plotting Pwf/qinj vs. 1/qinj gives the slope=Pe and intersect=b (eq. J2) and a better way to calculate Pe (fig. J1). 
 
𝑏 =
𝜇𝑤
2𝜋𝑘𝑤ℎ
𝑙𝑛
𝑟𝑒
𝑟𝑤
     (𝐽2) 
 
 
Fig. J1-Slope plot using monthly production data, and best fit line used to calculate average reservoir pressure. 
 
On one of the few wells where a sensible line be fitted (fig. J1), the best fit line gave an average reservoir pressure which lay in 
the middle of the 1600psi P* range.  
 
 
Additional Nomenclature 
  µw = fluid viscosity, cp 
   b = intersect as defined 
  h  = formation  thickness, ft 
   kw =  water relative permeability, mD 
  ri  =  influence zone radius, ft 
  rw =  wellbore radius, ft 
   S  = skin 
   t  = time elapsed, day 
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Appendix K: Further GOR intepretation 
 
P1 (fig. K1) depicts a well producing at field GOR. An increase from this level suggests release of solution gas and the 
decrease in reservoir pressure (in the near wellbore vicinity initially) to below bubble point. This is useful to aid monitoring 
changing reservoir conditions with no regular measure of reservoir pressure, and aids guidance given by the trend from P* at 
PBU tests.  
 
 
Fig. K1-Well producing at field GOR level  
 
Well P5 (fig. K2) shows the effect of decreasing P* and an increase in liberated gas. Increase in gas corresponds to the 
expected pressure gradient decrease. Increased solution gas production could be prevented by reducing production rate or 
increasing pressure support. Continuation of this trend may necessitate shutting production to repressurise or the drilling of 
additional support wells. 
 
Where the initial GOR is much higher than field level, this is indication of production from a primary gas cap. Depending on 
the field depletion plan, recognition and continuous monitoring of this trend allows drawdown to be carefully managed. P9 
(fig. K3) depicts production from a nearby primary gas cap and spikes in GOR coincide with the pressure gradient suggesting 
gas filled wells during extended shut-ins. 
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Fig. K2-The effect of changing P* on GOR and relationship to other metrics on well P5 
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Fig. K3-Example of production from well P9 drilled near to a primary gas cap, in conjunction with other metrics. 
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Appendix L: WOR-DHI Interpretation 
 
P3 Interpretation 
P3 has 4 sand screens totalling approximately 2600ft measured depth in a 4900ft horizontal section with 7 inch tubing, and is 
completed in T34. It is supported by I4 (injecting into T31U+L, flowing into T34), I3 (injecting into T31U and T34) and I5 
(injecting into T31U, T34 and T35) (fig. L1). I4 and I5 were online before production began and I3 began injection during 
period 3. The interpretation of this well is relatively simple, and illustrates the importance of cross-checking events with 
production histories (BP, 2007). 
 
 
Fig. L1-Block diagrams of producers and supporting injectors. Communication and completion data collated from from BP (2007). 
 
The WOR signature from this well is simpler than P2 and corresponds to a different reservoir unit. Although also a 
channelized turbidite permeability, in T34 is approximately 50% higher than in T31 with porosity on average 5% higher (BP, 
1996).  
 
 
Fig. L2-Interpretation of well P3 
 
Period 1 in (fig. L2) illustrates initial production from T34 in the same time period as P2 during the inferred layer pressure 
scenario. The possibility exists that the zones (fig. L3) within T34 were of a similar pressure initially, or more likely that over 
3 ½  years of injection from two supporting wells had equalised the pressure.   
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Period 2 begins with a step increase in WOR, inferred to be channelling as water 
breakthrough occurs from a high permeability layer. Step (b) is related to allocation: 
a small increase in water allocation is noted coincident with a well test at this time. 
(c) and (d) remain at a similar WOR  to (a) and (a)-(d) is considered to be the 
plateau representing flow through the second highest permeability layer. The huge 
WOR decrease at (e) was related to allocation and an erroneous change to the 
Prosper model. The well may have been flowed under abnormal conditions, with 
injection support changed during the flow period but the logs showed this was not 
the case. The well test history revealed allocated water cut during step (d) was 6%, 
and 2 months later became 0.7%. Had this event been real, possible causes would 
have been injection being turned off or sand fill of the wellbore. “Switching off” a 
water-filled reservoir zone by inflatable packers in the bore, or patching of the 
screens during an intervention would produce a similar effect. Adding an oil zone by 
perforating blank tubing would have had the same effect. 
 
Early-time flowing oil gradients tend to a lower than expected value considering gas 
lift is not used. Inspection of the GOR shows a ratio approximately 3 times field 
value (fig. L4). P3 was drilled near to a gas cap and is producing primary gas. At the 
start of period 3 the pressure gradient at an extended shut-in suggests a gas filled 
wellbore, switching to water at a long shut-in 1 year later. After this first shut-in 
period, the reservoir was repressurised. GOR had decreased and by the second shut-
in water filled the wellbore due to increased water content from voidage replacement 
(fig. L4). 
 
 
Fig. L4-Combined interpretation indicating changes in wellbore fluid fill at shut-in and the repressurisation of the reservoir. 
 
Period 3 is denoted by the gentle but noticeable increase in slope of the WOR trend shortly after I3 begins injection. Rapid 
communication denotes a high permeability streak between I3 (T31U) and P2 (T34), although no rapid breakthrough is seen.  
 
P4 Interpretation 
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Fig. L3- P3 shale content interpretation 
from wireline survey (BP, 1996). Redrawn 
from scanned diagram. No completions 
marked on original. 
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P4 has 9 sand screens totalling approximately 3950ft in a 4260ft horizontal section with 5 ½ inch tubing, and is completed in 
T31U and T31L. P4 is supported by I4 (injecting into T31U+L) and  I10 (injecting into T31U) (fig. L1). I4 was online a few 
days before production began and I10 began injection 2 years ago (BP, 2007). 
 
No events are attributable to shut-ins or allocation issues. Period 1 (fig. L5) is production from T31, leading to period 2 for 
which the step–pressure model is inferred in the same manner as for P2. That the trend is over a similar time period since start 
up with an almost identical WOR range suggests similar pressure differences and structure. The wireline shows 3 zones within 
the reservoir units: one within T31U and 2 within T31L (fig. L6). Within both units, porosity is similar to that of P2.  
 
 
Fig. L5-WOR interpretation for well P4 
 
 
Similar to P2, period 3 is indicative of slugging. Low reservoir pressure is not as obvious here 
from the P* analogue. Slugging is recognisable with BHP-WHP being out of sync, from the 
pressure gradient, a slightly decreasing P* and corresponding GOR increase (without gas lift). 
The same BHP decrease and WOR increase is seen at points 2, 4 and 6 on fig. L7, and vice versa 
at points 1, 3 and 5.  
 
According to the literature, the trend in period 4 represents coning. The gentle increase in water 
is reflected by the increasing pressure gradient. Neither the 4D seismic survey, nor the reservoir 
simulation model show more than a little vertical movement or coning of the OWC during 
production in the vicinity of this well (or any others exhibiting the same late time trend) (Allan, 
2010). As the main waterflood movement is lateral, coning is unlikely. The slow increase in 
water over a long time period suggests gravity segregation in this region of the well (fig. L8). 
Water slumps under gravity whilst the oil rises, and the slow flow of water past the screened well 
would increase WOR. That the injection support is not increased until the end of the production 
history may lend weight to this. Identical late time trend is also seen on other wells but they are 
not grouped in one region of the reservoir. Of the other four wells exhibiting this behaviour, all 
have early injector support but no additional injection is added until near the present day, if at all. 
P3 (fig. L2) may potentially exhibit this behaviour in the future as I3 came on line in late times, 
and it is already exhibiting a slow WOR increase. Interestingly, the only core taken from what the 
4D seismic indicates as a swept zone was from a nearby injector well (BP, 2007). Remaining oil 
was higher than the Sor value gravity segregation potentially occurred here too and oil can be 
extracted in the future. 
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Fig. L6. Wireline 
interpretation of P4, with 
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Fig. L7- Slugging interpretation for period 3 on well P4 
 
 
Fig. L8-Gravity segregation on well P4. Well trajectory redrawn from (BP, 2007) 
 
P1 Interpretation 
Exhibiting early complex stepping behaviour (related to pressure – layer model) due to its completion in both T31U and T34 
across 9 shale separated zones, at late time there is a steep WOR slope (fig. L9).  
 
 
Fig. L9-Late time WOR feature on well P1 
 
This is unique in the dataset for this asset.  From the literature (Flores et al, 2008), the steep slope to 97% water cut (BP, 2007) 
could be a result of edge water from the nearby aquifer. Such rapid onset of water production kills the well as the aquifer 
floods it. Chemical analysis on the water sample showed this was not formation or aquifer water, but injection water (BP, 
2007). The seismic data also shows that the flood front has passed through this region. The well was shut-in after 3 ½ years of 
29
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production and briefly flowed again on 3 further occasions over 5 years. Each time water was predominantly flowed, as seen 
on the production rates and gradient plots (Fig. L10). The interpretation is that this zone is completely watered out, or 
alternatively water flow is along a particular high permeability channel: a possible candidate for treatment such as Brightwater 
(Tiorco, 2010).  
 
 
Fig. L10-Further explanation of WOR plot. Numbers refer to annotations on L9. 
 
As discussed in the main body, there is no correlation between departure time and the step size (fig. L11). 
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Fig. L11-WOR departure time and step size correlation 
 
 
DHI Interpretation 
 
I4 was interpreted in the main text. The remaining fully annotated DHIs are marked in figs. L12-L15. Additional WOR plots 
not already interpreted are included too, but without full explanations (figs. L16-L18). 
 
 
 
 
Fig. L12-I5 DHI Interpretation and communication block diagram 
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Fig. L13-I6 DHI Interpretation and communication block diagram 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. L14-I4 DHI Interpretation and communication block diagram 
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Fig. L15-I3 DHI Interpretation and Communication block diagram. 
 
I10 is not interpreted as it only supports one producer and came online recently. 
 
Additional WOR Interpretation related to DHI plots 
 
P5 Interpretation (fig. L16) 
 Completed in T31U+L, in clean sands with less shale content than others.  
 Supported by I6 (T31UL) and I1 (T31U)- see fig. L1. (BP, 2007) 
 Well tests are present at all times. In period 2, there is a well test on third step and a temporary change in allocation. 
No other allocation issues.  
 See 2-3 channels.  
 
 
Fig. L16-WOR interpretation for well P5 
 
P7 Interpretation (fig. L17) 
 Completed in T31U, with 3 zones, the middle of which has high shale content.  
 Supported by I6 (T31UL), I8 (T31U) and I1 (T31U)- see fig. L1. (BP, 2007) 
 Some well tests are present during period 2, but well tests show water cut is constant so no allocation issues.  
 See 3-4 channels in late times.  
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Fig, L17- WOR interpretation for well P7 
 
P8 Interpretation (fig. L18) 
 In T31U, has 8 completed zones, the middle of which high shale content. 
 Supported by I6 (T31UL), and I9 (T31U)- see fig. L1. (BP, 2007). 
 Many well tests but none coincident well test water cut or allocation spikes.  
 See 3 channels in late times.  
 
 
Fig. L18- WOR interpretation for well P8 
 
Annotations depict pre- and post-breakthrough WOR steps with lettering referring to the individual WOR interpretations. Key 
to the interpretation is that all events correlate with the DHI tracking below the Hall plot line. In summary: 
 
 P3 and P2 (post breakthrough) are more influential than P4 on I4, as seen by correlation of WOR events on the DHI. 
The marked P4 “slugging” events are unlikely to be influential on the DHI. More plausible, considering the scatter of 
points above the Hall line, is the relation to shut-ins (see main body).  
 I3 only sees the effect of P2 plateau, suggesting a strong influence between I3 and P2. Water cycling through a high 
permeability layer is inferred from P2 WOR shortly after I3 begins injection.  
 I5 DHI reflects the P2 breakthrough, and post-breakthrough steps of both P2 and P3. The continued divergence of the 
DHI below the Hall line shows strong preferential flow between these wells due to fracturing (see below).   
 I6 shows little deviation from the Hall line at early times, but later plateaus and breakthroughs (P8 for example) are 
clearly shown by downward deviation of the DHI.  
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Fractures and “Backing-out” 
 
I4, I5, I6 and I10 have large deviations below the DHI inferred to be fracturing. I6 is investigated and this shows a large spike 
in BHIP where the average crosses the fracture limit.  
 
Wellhead injection pressure (pwh) is measured and BHIP (pwf) is calculated in DSS using the eq. L1 and L2: 
 
𝑝𝑤𝑓 = 𝑝𝑤ℎ + 𝑝ℎ − 𝐹     (𝐿1) 
𝑝𝑤𝑓 = 𝑝𝑤ℎ + 𝐴 + 𝐵𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑗 + 𝐶𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑗
2      (𝐿2) 
 
The fracture curve (Eaton, 2005) was calculated by the Eaton Method (fig. L19) using formation integrity tests (FIT) and leak-
off tests (LOT). The well is pressured to the maximum before fracture: FIT. When pressure leaks, LOT is given at each 
TVDSS. LOT is too low if measured when fracturing a stringer (thin few cm sand body).  
 
 
Fig. L19- Fracture Chart indicating LOT, FIT and fracture pressure gradients for well I6. Redrawn from diagram in Eaton (2005)  
 
If the cap rock (mudstone) is fractured, it and sandstone stringers are filled with water until they become charged (fig. L20). 
Out of zone injection causes loss of injected water, a problem when daily injection volumes are facilities limited. 
Unexpectedly charged or overpressured sand bodies become a drilling hazard, causing “kicks”, similar to shallow gas drilling 
hazards. 
 
Backing-out viewed in ISIS is shown in the main body of the report (fig. 24). Inspecting the pressure and rate data for I6 (high 
sample rate data) shows an interesting feature whereby as BHIP increases from a plateau to exceed fracture pressure, injection 
rate decreases from its plateau. This is a phenomenon known as “backing-off” (Wyllie, 2010a) and is illustrated clearly for the 
late time anomaly I6 (fig. 24). It is suspected that thermal fracturing is caused by produced water reinjection (PWRI), and a 
recent PWRI test on this well was monitored and gave the same signature (fig. L20).  The fracturing method described in the 
main text is illustrated by fig. L21. 
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Fig. L20-“Backing-out” signature from a PWRI test on well I6 
 
 
 
Fig. L21-Explaining normal and out of zone injection, and nomenclature used in main paper. 
 
 
Additional Nomenclature 
  A  =  field specific coefficient in DSS 
  B  =  field specific coefficient in DSS 
  C  =  field specific coefficient in DSS 
  F  = pressure reduction due to friction, psia 
  ph = hydrostatic pressure, psia 
  TVDSS= True Vertical Depth Sub Sea, ft 
 
 
Additional References 
Eaton, 2005, Schiehallion Pore Pressure and Fracture Pressure, BP Intranet, Accessed 30 July 2010. Internal document 
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Appendix M: PEIT and iChoke Loss booking 
 
Production Efficiency Improvement Toolkit (PEIT, see Appendix N) identifies causes of deviation from the Installed 
Production Capacity (IPC). The IPC is set from flowing well tests and well performance, and maximum production would be 
in the region of 100-110 mbbl/day. However increased water cut means it is not possible to process this volume. The IPC is set 
at a lower target which is easier to reach. Each week, a production target is set to take into account shutdowns. Stable 
production is achieved at a level of 70-80mbbl/day, current operational efficiency is 60% (viewing in PEIT software). If a 
higher target is achieved, experience has shown many plant trips, leading to downtime and lost production (Wyllie, 2010a). It 
is therefore preferable to avoid regular shutting down, partially due to negative effects on the reservoir. A lower, stable 
production level produces more oil in the long term, and planned maintenance can be done as technicians are not occupied 
with constant restarting.  
 
To identify reasons for missing targets, the concept of chokes is introduced. There are four in the production system:  
1. reservoir,  
2. wells (from sand screen to Christmas tree),  
3. plant (from Christmas tree to export hose) and  
4. export.  
 
Viewing the history, plant is the cause of many problems (partially due to the soon to be replaced FPSO) and has a maximum 
of 320mbbl/day liquid, usually limited to 240mbbl. This causes a bottleneck and is the biggest choke. There is no restriction in 
the reservoir, and the wells are therefore the choke with the second largest effect. The ACE engineer responsible for each 
choke (production, process, plant) books planned or unplanned losses. Chokes can be interrogated to view historical losses and 
identify patterns. From a production and wells perspective, being able to match this with problems easily identified from the 
tracker is a bonus. 
 
iChoke is the equivalent for injection well loss booking. The four chokes here are:  
1. source,  
2. plant,  
3. wells and  
4. reservoir.  
 
The sea and reservoir cause no problem. Plant is split into the water lift pumps and the de-aeration plant. Pump choke varies 
depending on how many of the three pumps operate. The de-aeration pump operates at 53% efficiency (maximum 285mbbl/d  
or 300mbd if PWRI). The injection well efficiency is 63% with losses due to fracture limit being breached. A clear advantage 
is not only having injection pressure tracking, but also having the permanent record in the DHI of the effect of the fracture. 
 
 
Additional Nomenclature 
 
 mbbl/day = thousand barrels per day
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Appendix N: Computer Software 
 
PIE Basic Surveillance 
 
Excel workbook by Well Test Solutions, 2006 
Available from http://welltestsolutions.com/BasicSurv.htm   accessed June 15th 2010 
 
The spreadsheet is designed for basic well test analysis for routine surveillance, eliminating the need for use of PIE (fig. N1). 
A derivative plot for each shut-in is used to graphically define radial flow stabilisation, estimating kh . Superposition plots are 
used to graphically define a straight-line through the data to estimate P* and Skin. No new well tests were carried out as part 
of this project, however the spreadsheet was used to evaluate certain results and their uncertainty (IS comparison to PFO 
analysis).  
 
 
Fig. N1-Worksheet for a single PBU or PFO, depicting superposition plot 
 
 
ISIS  
 
Web based software by BP (Foot et al, 2006) 
 
ISIS is part of the BP fieldofthefuture™ software suite and is used for real-time surveillance of in-well sensor data  including 
sand production and event alarms. It displays field maps, PID diagrams, well schematics and a variety of monitoring plots (fig. 
N2). Data is retrieved from the PI Historian server (onshore or offshore). The software requires instrumented wells and 
periodic well tests to calibrate rate and phase estimates and models. It is used in this project for display of high sample density, 
short period data. ARPE as mentioned in the main body of the report is a new feature for automatically calculating P* at shut-
ins. Plots and equations added to DSS (appendix O) will be programmed into a future version of ISIS. 
 
 
DSS: Dynamic Surveillance System™  
 
Desktop based software by Geographix-Halliburton, 2006 
 
DSS allows the user to customise equations and workbooks to display information stored on a server. The data is the same as 
accessed by ISIS but stored as daily values, with allocated rates available. It is designed for a variety of subsurface and 
production monitoring purposes, and in this project is used to analyse long term well performance data. Easy user 
customisation made this software the obvious choice for programming the equations and final plots used throughout this 
project (fig. N3; appendix O). 
 
 
iChoke 
 
Microsoft Access based desktop application produced by BP.  
 
As described in Appendix M, iChoke is used to log and investigate injection losses using the concept of chokes: water source, 
plant, wells and reservoir. Focus is then on spotting patterns to find the source of losses and eliminate causes. Fig. N4 shows 
an example for field injection losses categorised by choke. 
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Fig. N2-Clockwise from top left: User interface, field map, producer well trend surveillance and subsurface-process flow diagram in 
ISIS. 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Fig.N3-DSS Workspace with DHI plot set displayed Fig. N4-iChoke showing field injection losses 
analysis screen 
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PEIT 
 
Desktop application written by IBM for BP. 
 
As described in Appendix M, PEIT logs injection losses compared to the IPC for the asset. The four chokes are reservoir, 
wells, plant and export. Pattern spotting is used to investigate source of losses and causes can be eliminated. Fig. N5 shows the 
reporting interfaces. 
 
 
Fig. N5-PEIT user and reporting interfaces 
 
PROSPER 10.3  
 
Desktop application written by PetroleumExperts, 2008 
 
PROSPER models well performance, design and optimisation as part of the Integrated Production Modelling toolkit.  As 
complex software, in this project PROSPER is only referred to in the production of IPR curves from which allocated 
production rates are calculated. Fig. N6 shows the input data screen and IPR curve for a well. 
 
 
Fig. N6-Well model setup and IPR display in Prosper  
 
 
Additional References 
Foot, J., Webster, M.J., Trueman, D., Yusti, G.H., Grose, T.D., 2006. ISIS - A Real-Time Information Pipeline, Paper SPE 99850 presented 
at the SPE Intelligent Energy Conference and Exhibition, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 11April. Doi: 10.2118/99850-MS 
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Appendix O: DSS and ISIS Plots and Equations 
 
This appendix presents the details needed to set up a DSS project from a blank workbook. Table O1 shows the groupings and 
plot settings for each workbook. Criteria, equations and variable settings are contained in tables O2 and O3. All keywords are 
self-explanatory and relate to DSS tables and databases accessed. A nomenclature will not be given for these. The equations 
listed are the same as to be programmed into ISIS. Initially, time periods for analysis shall be set as the default minimum. Use 
may require refinements to be made. 
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X Scale sometimes needs to be constrained to a date to give sensible scales 
 
  
Workbook Entities Chart Name Position on sheet (top=1)Data Source x axis y axis Range Interval Criteria Display Explode Scales L1 Scale R1 Scale X
Nick 1 Producers 1 monthly Bore Choke Open 3 RAM PROD ALL Cum_Liquid L1 Choke Auto Monthly None Default No Auto 0-2100 Auto
L1 Max_Choke
L1 Min_Choke
R1 Year
Wor GOR 4 RAM PROD ALL Cum_Liquid L1 WOR Auto Monthly None Default RAM PROD ALL Auto Auto Auto
R1 GOR
Wcut 5 RAM PROD ALL Cum_Liquid L1 Wcut Auto Monthly None Default No Auto 0-2100 Auto
L1 Max_Wcut
L1 Min_Wcut
R1 Year
Producer Pressures vs cumulative liquid 1 RAM PROD ALL Cum_Liquid R1 Year Auto Monthly None Default No 0-4000 0-2100 Auto
L1 WHP
L1 Pdatum
L1 Max_BHP
L1 Min_BHP
L1 Max_WHP
L1 Min_BHP
L1 BHP
Gas lift rate vs cumulative liquid 2 RAM PROD ALL Cum_Liquid L1 GSL Auto Monthly None Default No Auto 0-2100 Auto
L1 Max_GSL
L1 Min_GSL
R1 Year
Nick Producers 1b Monthly Bore Nick 1 Producers 1b monthly_Chart2 3 RAM PROD ALL Cum_liquid L1 WOR Auto Monthly None Default RAM PROD ALL Auto Auto Auto
R1 GOR
Nick 1 Producers 1b monthly_Chart4 1 RAM PROD ALL Cum_liquid R1 Year Auto Monthly None Default No 0-4000 0-2100 Auto
L1 WHP
L1 Pdatum
L1 MAX_BHP
L1 Max_WHP
L1 Min_BHP
L1 Min_WHP
L1 BHP
Temp 2 RAM PROD ALL Cum_liquid L1 BHT Auto Monthly None Default No 0-100 0-2100 Auto
L1 WHT
L1 Max_BHT
L1 Min_BHT
L1 Max_WHT
L1 Min_WHT
R1 Year
Nick 2 Producers 2 Monthly Bore Production Profile 1 RAM PROD ALL Time L1 Cum_oil Auto Monthly None Default No Auto Auto Auto
R1 Cum_gas
L1 Cum_liquid
L1 Cum_wtr
Production Rates 2 RAM PROD ALL Time L1 Prod_oil_rate Auto Monthly None Default No 0-33 Auto Auto
R1 Prod_gas_rate
L1 Prod_liquid_rate
L1 Prod_wtr_rate
Gas lift vs time 3 RAM PROD ALL Time L1 GSL Auto Monthly None Default No Auto Auto Auto
L1 Max_GSL
L1 Min_GSL
Nick 3 Water Flow Daily Bore Water 1 RAM PROD ALL Cum_Days L1 WOR Auto Daily None Symbol Size 3 No Log 1-100 Log 1-10000
rates 2 RAM PROD ALL Cum_Days L1 Prod_wtr_ratwe Auto Monthly None Default No Log auto Log 1-10000
L1 Prod_oil_rate
Nick 3 Sup Nick 1 Producers 1 monthly vs cum days Bore x Nick 1 Producers 1 monthly vs cum days for 3_Chart1 3 RAM PROD ALL Cum_days L1 Choke Auto Monthly None Default No Auto 0-2100 0-4500
L1 Max_Choke
L1 Min_Choke
R1 Year
Wcut GOR 4 RAM PROD ALL Cum_days L1 WOR Auto Monthly None Default No Auto 0-4500
R1 GOR
x Nick 1 Producers 1 monthly vs cum days for 3_Chart3 5 RAM PROD ALL Cum_days L1 Wcut Auto Monthly None Default No Auto 0-2100 0-4500
L1 Max_Wcut
L1 Min_Wcut
R1 Year
x Nick 1 Producers 1 monthly vs cum days for 3_Chart4 1 RAM PROD ALL Cum_days L1 BHP Auto Monthly None Default No 0-4000 0-2100 0-4500
L1 WHP
L1 Pstar
L1 Max_BHP
L1 Max_WHP
L1 Min_BHP
L1 Min_WHP
R1 Year
x Nick 1 Producers 1 monthly vs cum days for 3_Chart5 2 RAM PROD ALL Cum_days L1 GSL Auto Monthly None Default No Auto 0-2100 0-4500
L1 Max_GSL
L1 Min_GSL
R1 Year
Nick 3 Sup Nick 2 Producers monthly vs cum days Bore x Nick 2 Producers 2 monthly vs cum days for 3_Chart1 1 RAM PROD ALL Cum_days L1 Cum_oil Auto Monthly None Default No Auto 0-2100 0-4500
R1 Cum_gas
L1 Cum_liquid
L1 Cum_wtr
R1 Year
x Nick 2 Producers 2 monthly vs cum days for 3_Chart2 2 RAM PROD ALL Cum_days L1 Prod_oil_rate Auto Monthly None Default No 0-33 0-2100 0-4500
R1 Prod_gas_rate
L1 Prod_liquid_rate
L1 Prod_wtr_rate
R1 Year
x Nick 2 Producers 2 monthly vs cum days for 3_Chart3 3 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_days L1 GSL Auto Monthly none Default No Auto 0-2100 0-4500
L1 Max_GSL
L1 Min_GSL
R1 Year
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Workbook Entities Chart Name Position on sheet (top=1)Data Source x axis y axis Range Interval Criteria Display Explode Scales L1 Scale R1 Scale X
Nick 3 Sup nick 5 Pressure Gradient cum days for WOR Nick 3Bore x Nick 5 Pressure gradient cum days since prodn start for WOR_chart1 1 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_days L1 P_grad_PSIFT Auto Daily BHP greater than zero Default No 0-0.6 0-2100 0-4500
R1 Year
x Nick 5 Pressure gradient cum days since prodn start for WOR_chart2 2 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_days L1 Wcut Auto Monthly none Default No Auto 0-4500
R1 GOR
x Nick 5 Pressure gradient cum days since prodn start for WOR_chart3 3 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_days L1 GSL Auto Monthly None Default No Auto 0-2100 0-4500
L1 Max_GSL
L1 Min_GSL
R1 Year
Nick 4 Gas Cap or Free Gas Bore Gas cap or free gas 1 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_liquid L1 GOR Auto Daily None Default No log 1-10000 1-2100 log 1-100000
R1 Year
Nick 4 Sup gas cap or free gas x scales Bore x Nick 4 Gas Cap of Free Gas_Chart2 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_days L1 GOR Auto Monthly None Default No log auto 1-2100 0-7500
R1 Year
x Nick 4 Gas Cap of Free Gas_Chart3 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 GOR Auto Monthly None Default No log auto auto auto
gor vs time RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_days L1 GOR Auto Monthly none Default No log auto 1-2100 log auto
R1 Year
Nick 5 Pressure Gradient Bore Flowing P gradient 1 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 P_grad_psift Auto Daily BHP greater than zero Size 2 No 0-0.6 auto
Wcut GOR 3 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 Wcut Auto Monthly None Default No Auto Auto
R1 GOR
Gas lift rate 4 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 GSL Auto Monthly None Default No Auto Auto
L1 Max_GSL
L1 Min_GSL
Producer Well On 5 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 Producer_Well_On Auto Daily None Default No -2 0-2100 Auto
Pstar 2 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 Pstar Auto Monthly None Default No Auto Auto
Nick 7 PI Bore PI 1 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 Instant PI Auto Daily None Size 2 No 0-100 Auto
Producer Pressures 2 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 BHP Auto Monthly None Default No 0-4000 0-2100 0-4500
L1 WHP
L1 Pstar
L1 Max_BHP
L1 Max_WHP
L1 Min_BHP
L1 Min_WHP
Production Rates 3 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 Prod_oil_rate Auto Monthly None Default No 0-33 Auto Auto
R1 Prod_gas_rate
L1 Prod_liquid_rate
L! Prod_wtr_rate
Nick 8 Injector Rates and Pressures Bore Pressures 1 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 BHIP Auto Monthly None Default No 0-8000 0-2100 Auto
L1 WHP
L1 Pdatum
L1 Max_BHIP
L! Max_WHP
L! Min_BHIP
L! Min_WHP
R1 Year
Injector Choke Open 2 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 Choke Auto Monthly None Default No Auto 0-2100 Auto
L1 Max_Choke
L1 Min_Choke
R1 Year
Injection Rates 3 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 Inj_wtr_rate Auto Monthly None Default No 0-50 0-2100 Auto
L1 Min_Inj_Wtr_rate
L1 Max_Inj_Wtr_rate
Cumulative Injection 4 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 Cum_win Auto Daily None Default No Auto Auto
Nick 8b Injector T Bore Nick 8b Injector T_Chart1 1 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 BHIP Auto Monthly None Default No 0-8000 0-2100 Auto
L1 WHP
L1 Max_BHIP
L1 Max_WHP
L1 Min_BHIP
L1 Min_WHP
R1 Year
Nick 8b Injector T_Chart3 3 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 Inj_wtr_rate Auto Monthly None Default No 0-50 0-2100 Auto
L1 Max_inj_wtr_rate
L1 Min_inj_wtr_rate
R1 Year
Inj Temp 2 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 WHT Auto Monthly None Default No Auto 0-2100 Auto
L1 Max_WHT
L1 Min_WHT
R1 Year
Nick 9 Instantaneous II Bore III 1 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 Instant_II Auto Daily None Default No 0-20 0-2100 Auto
R1 Cum_win
Injection Rates 5 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 Inj_wtr_rate Auto Monthly None Default No 0-50 0-2100 Auto
L1 Min_Inj_Wtr_rate
L1 Max_Inj_Wtr_rate
Injector Choke Open 4 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 Choke Auto Monthly None Default No Auto 0-2100 Auto
L1 Max_Choke
L1 Min_Choke
R1 Year
Pressures 3 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 BHIP Auto Monthly None Default No 0-8000 0-2100 Auto
L1 WHP
L1 Pdatum
L1 Max_BHIP
L! Max_WHP
L! Min_BHIP
L! Min_WHP
R1 Year
Hall Plot 2 RAM_PROD_ALL L1 Cum_whp Auto Daily None Default No Auto 0-2100 Auto
R1 Year
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Table O1- Information required to code workbooks in DSS 
  
Workbook Entities Chart Name Position on sheet (top=1)Data Source x axis y axis Range Interval Criteria Display Explode Scales L1 Scale R1 Scale X
Nick 10 Hall Bore Hall Plot 1 RAM_PROD_ALL L1 Cum_whp Auto Daily None Default No Auto 0-2100 Auto
R1 Year
Pressures 2 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 BHIP Auto Monthly None Default No 0-8000 0-2100 Auto
L1 WHP
L1 Pdatum
L1 Max_BHIP
L! Max_WHP
L! Min_BHIP
L! Min_WHP
R1 Year
Injector Choke Open 3 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 Choke Auto Monthly None Default No Auto 0-2100 Auto
L1 Max_Choke
L1 Min_Choke
R1 Year
Injection Rates 4 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 Inj_wtr_rate Auto Monthly None Default No 0-50 0-2100 Auto
L1 Min_Inj_Wtr_rate
L1 Max_Inj_Wtr_rate
Nick 11 DHI Bore x Nick 11 DHI play_chart1 1 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 Cum_whp Auto Daily not to start until cum water greather than 0 Default No 0-10000000 0-2100 Auto
L1 DHI
R1 Year
x Nick 11 DHI play_chart2 5 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 Choke Auto Monthly None Default No Auto 0-2100 Auto
L1 Max_choke
L1 Min_choke
R1 Year
x Nick 11 DHI play_chart3 4 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 Inj_wtr_rate Auto Monthly None Default No 0-50 0-2100 Auto
L1 Max_inj_wtr_rate
L1 Min_inj_wtr_rate
R1 Year
Pstar Well On Off 3 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win R1 Year Auto Monthly None Default No 0-3500 0-2100 Auto
L1 WHIP_Limit
L1 WHP
L1 Max_WHP
L1 Min_WHP
Injector Well On 2 RAM_PROD_ALL Cum_win L1 Injector_Well_On Auto Daily None Size 3 No -0.5-1.5 0-2100 Auto
R1 Year
Nick 12 Auto Skin Bore Skin from Hall 1 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 S_despiked Auto Monthly None Default No 0-30 Auto
R1 Year
Inj Pressures v Time 2 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 BHIP Auto Monthly None Default No 0-8000 Auto
L1 WHP
L1 Max_BHIP
L1 Max_WHP
L1 Min_BHIP
L1 Min_WHP
R1 Year
Inj Rates v time 3 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 Inj_wtr_rate Auto Monthly None Default No 0-50 Auto
L1 Max_inj_wtr_rate
L1 Min_inj_wtr_rate
R1 Year
Inj Choke Open v time 4 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 Choke Auto Monthly None Default No Auto Auto
L1 Max_Choke
L1 Min_Choke
Nick 13 Slope Plot Bore Slope 1 RAM_PROD_ALL 1divQ L1 PdivQ Auto Monthly None Default No -100-150 0-0.03
WHP Slope 2 RAM_PROD_ALL 1divQ L1 WHPdivQ Auto Monthly None Default No Auto Auto
Nick 14 Producer-Injector Bore Group PI Producer Pressures 1 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 BHP Auto Monthly None Default RAM_PROD_ALL Auto Auto
L1 WHP
PI Injector Pressures 4 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 WHP Auto Monthly Injectors only Default RAM_PROD_ALL Auto Auto
PI Injection Rates 3 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 Inj_wtr_rate Auto Monthly None Default RAM_PROD_ALL Auto Auto
PI Production Rates 2 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 Prod_liquid_rate Auto Monthly None Default RAM_PROD_ALL Auto Auto
Sup Nick 8 Producers Injector Pressure and Rates vs time Bore x Nick 8 Injector Pressure and Rate vs time_Chart1 1 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 BHIP Auto Monthly None Default No 0-8000 Auto
L1 WHP
L1 Pdatum
L1 Max_BHIP
L1 Max_WHP
L1 Min_BHIP
L1 Min_WHP
x Nick 8 Injector Pressure and Rate vs time_Chart2 2 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 Choke Auto Monthly None Default No Auto Auto
L1 Max_choke
L1 Min_choke
x Nick 8 Injector Pressure and Rate vs time_Chart3 3 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 Inj_wtr_rate Auto Monthly None Default No 0-50 Auto
L1 Max_inj_wtr_rate
L1 Min_inj_wtr_rate
x Nick 8 Injector Pressure and Rate vs time_Chart4 4 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 Cum_win Auto Daily None Default No Auto Auto
Sup Nick 1Producers 1 Monthly vs time Bore x Nick 1 Producer s 1 monthly vs time_Chart1 3 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 Choke Auto Monthly None Default No Auto Auto
L1 Max_choke
L1 Min_choke
x Nick 1 Producer s 1 monthly vs time_Chart1 4 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 WOR Auto Monthly None Default No Auto Auto Auto
R1 GOR
x Nick 1 Producer s 1 monthly vs time_Chart1 5 RAM_PROD_ALL Time L1 Wcut Auto Monthly None Default No Auto Auto
L1 Max_Wcut
L1 Min_Wcut
x Nick 1 Producer s 1 monthly vs time_Chart1 1 RAM_PROD_ALL L1 BHP Auto Monthly None Default No 0-8000 Auto
L1 WHP
L1 Pdatum
L1 Max_BHP
L1 Max_WHP
L1 Min_BHP
L1 Min_WHP
x Nick 1 Producer s 1 monthly vs time_Chart1 2 RAM_PROD_ALL L1 GSL Auto Monthly None Default No Auto Auto
L1 Max_GSL
L1 Min_GSL
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Name  Equation 
BHP greater than zero  [RAM PROD ALL].[BHP]>0 
not to start until cum water greater than 0  [RAM PROD ALL].[CUM_WIN]>0 
Injectors only  [RAM PROD ALL].[Well_type] <> 'Producer' 
 
Table O2 Criteria 
 
Formulas and Variable Settings    
     
The following equations were added to the RAM PROD ALL virtual table    
My version contains some other equations too, I left these as they are used for the xx plots at the bottom which were trial and error versions  
  For Variable Settings Manager 
Field Formula  Actual 
units 
Display 
units 
*WHP1 @IFGR(CUM_WIN, 0,WHP,0) none none none 
*CUM_WHP @CUMDAILY(WHP1) Pressure psig psig 
*CUM_DAYS DATE - (FIRST_PROD_DATE) none none none 
*CUM_WOR_INT (@CUMDAILY(WOR)) / (CUM_DAYS) none none none 
*CUM_WOR_INT_PREV @SHIFT(CUM_WOR_INT,-1) none none none 
*CUM_WOR_INT_DIF CUM_WOR_INT - CUM_WOR_INT_PREV none none none 
*GAUGE_SEP_FT [[p] Copy_of_Location].Gauge_Sep_ft none none None* 
*P_GRAD_PSIFT (BHP - WHP)/(GAUGE_SEP_FT) none none None* 
*PROD_WTR_RATE_3MP @SHIFT(PROD_WTR_RATE,-90) flow rate volume bbl/day mbbl/day 
*PROD_WTR_RATE_1MP @SHIFT(PROD_WTR_RATE,-30) flow rate volume bbl/day mbbl/day 
*PROD_OIL_RATE_3MP @SHIFT(PROD_OIL_RATE,-90) flow rate volume bbl/day mbbl/day 
*PROD_OIL_RATE_1MP @SHIFT(PROD_OIL_RATE,-30) flow rate volume bbl/day mbbl/day 
*ABC_WTR_1M PROD_WTR_RATE / PROD_WTR_RATE_1MP none none none 
*ABC_WTR_3M PROD_WTR_RATE / PROD_WTR_RATE_3MP none none none 
*ABC_OIL_1M PROD_OIL_RATE / PROD_OIL_RATE_1MP none none none 
*ABC_OIL_3M PROD_OIL_RATE / PROD_OIL_RATE_3MP none none none 
*INSTANT_II INJ_WTR_RATE / WHP Other mbbl/psig bbl/psig 
*CUM_WHP_PREV @SHIFT(CUM_WHP, -1) none none none 
*CUM_WIN_PREV @SHIFT(CUM_WIN, -1) Volume mbbl mbbl 
*DHI (CUM_WHP - CUM_WHP_PREV) / (@LN(CUM_WIN) - @LN(CUM_WIN_PREV)) none none  
*CUM_WHP_NEXT @SHIFT(CUM_WHP, 1) none none none 
*CUM_WIN_NEXT @SHIFT(CUM_WIN, 1) Volume mbbl mbbl 
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*m1 (CUM_WHP - CUM_WHP_PREV ) / (CUM_WIN - CUM_WIN_PREV) Other psi/bbl psi/bbl 
*m2 (CUM_WHP_NEXT - CUM_WHP ) / (CUM_WIN_NEXT - CUM_WIN) Other psi/bbl psi/bbl 
*Re 1000 none none none 
*Rw (2/3) none none none 
*Ra 2 none none none 
*Tm2 (1.01*@LN(Re / Rw)) / (m2) none none none 
*Tm1 (1.01*@LN(Re / Rw)) / (m1) none none none 
*Tma_top (Tm1*Tm2 *@ln(Ra/Rw)) none none none 
*Tma_bottom (Tm1*@ln(Re/Rw))-(Tm2*@ln(rw/ra)) none none none 
*Tma tma_top/Tma_bottom none none none 
*S ((Tm1-Tma)/Tma)*@ln(ra/rw) none none none 
*S2prev @SHIFT(S,-1)*2 none none none 
*S_despiked @IFLE(S,S2prev,S,@NULL) none none none 
*PdivQ BHIP / INJ_WTR_RATE none none none 
*1divQ 1 / INJ_WTR_RATE none none none 
*WHPdivQ WHP / INJ_WTR_RATE none none none 
*Instant_PI prod_liquid_rate / (Pstar-BHP) Other mbbl/psig mbbl/psig 
*Well_type [[p] Copy_of_Location].WELL_TYPE none none none 
*Max_BHP @MAX(BHP, &month) Pressure psig psig 
*Min_BHP @MIN(BHP, &month) Pressure psig psig 
*Max_WHP @MAX(WHP, &month) Pressure psig psig 
*Min_WHP @Min(WHP, &month) Pressure psig psig 
*Max_GSL @MAX(GSL, &month) volume m3 mmcf 
*Min_GSL @MIN(GSL, &month) Volume m3 mmcf 
*Max_Choke @MAX(Choke, &month) other % % 
*Min_Choke @MIN(Choke, &month) Other % % 
*Max_BHT @MAX(BHT, &month) Temp C C C 
*Min_BHT @MIN(BHT, &month) Temp C C C 
*Max_WCut @MAX(WCut, &month) Other % % 
*Min_WCut @MIN(WCut, &month) Other % % 
*Max_BHIP @MAX(BHIP, &month) Pressure psia psia 
*Min_BHIP @MIN(BHIP, &month) Pressure psia psia 
*Max_Inj_Wtr_Rate @MAX(Inj_Wtr_Rate, &month) flow rate volume m3/day mbbl/day 
*Min_Inj_Wtr_Rate @MIN(Inj_Wtr_Rate, &month) flow rate volume m3/day mbbl/day 
*Max_WHT @MAX(WHT, &month) Temp C C C 
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*Min_WHT @MIN(WHT, &month) Temp C C C 
*Day @DAYOFYEAR(DATE) none none none 
*Year @IFEQ(DAY,1,@YEAR(DATE),&NULL) none none none 
*Producer_Well_On @ifgr(prod_liquid_rate,0,1,0) none none none 
*Injector_Well_On @ifgr(inj_wtr_rate,0,1,0) none none none 
     
 “Variable settings:”    
Pstar Interpolation must be selected and “carry forward” set to 1000    
 
*Needs to be left in this form as units in table won't allow psi/ft 
 
Table O3 – Equations using DSS keywords and units settings. Regardless of what is written here, all units are correct in the plots. Apparent discrepancies here are due to bugs in the 
software. 
